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For this part of the TOEIC exam, you will hear ten short talks. There is only one speaker in each
talk. In your exam booklet, you will see three written questions, each with four written responses;
you will also hear the question (but not the answer choices). For each question, you must pick the
response that best answers the question. There will be an eight-second pause between questions,

and an eight-second pause between the end of the last question and the start of the next talk.

TEST‐TAKINC STRATECIES

Srnnrecy 1: Kruow rHE DrREcloNs

It is important to understand what you are being asked to do and to be sure you know the
directions before you take the test. The directions will look something like this:

Directions: You will now hear short talla given by a single speaker. You will be asked to answer
three questions about what the speaker says. Select the best response to each question and
mark the letter on your answer sheet, The talks will be spoken only once and will not be printed
in your test book.

Chapter 6: Exam Part lv-Short Talks

Test-Taking Strategies

Short Talls Practice Set

Answer Key

Answers and Explanations
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Part Two: The Listening Comprehension Section

Chapter Six

Please note that for this part of the TOEIC exam, sample questions are not provided, as they were in

Parts I and ll. However, here is an example illustrating the format of a typical Short Talh so you can

start becoming familiar with it.

You will hear:

Narrator:

Man:

Narrator:

Questions 7 | through 73 refer to the following tolk.

Cood morning everyone. Todoy l'd like to discuss our
strotegy for the New York City oreo. As l'm sure you're oll
owore, reol estote prices there ore omong the highest in

the notion ond ore continuing to rise. On the one hond,

this is good news in the short term becouse it meons thot
the compony's rentol properties there will continue to be
profitoble. On the other hond, if the trend continues, it
meons thot ocquiring ond developing new residentiolond
busrness propefties will become more costly; ond becouse
rents ore so high olreody, we won't be oble to chorge whot
we need to mointoin our current return on investment-over
time, returns will foll. There are olso some signs thot the
New York morket moy be turning oround-houses ond
oportments ore stoying on the morket on overoge of two
doys longer now thon they did six months ogo. While sellers

ore still getting controds ot the prices they wonl it's toking
longer to get them. This could meon thot housing prices

ond rents ore poised to come down soon. The situotion is

rother mixed ond difficult to reod. Whot l'd like us to do is

formulote o revised strotegy thot bolonces the rewords we
now enjoy in the current boom morket ogoinst the future

risks of o soft housing morket.

Number 7l : Whot does the speoker soy could hoppen if the
current trend in reol estote prices continues?

You will be able to read the first ouestion and the four answer choices in vour test book:

7 I . What does the speaker say could happen if the current trend in real estate prices continues?

(A) Return on investment could fall.

(B) Development opportunities could increase.

(C) Fewer residential properties could be available.

(D) Selling commercial properties could become more difficult.
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There will be an eight-second pause after the first question. Then you will hear:

Narrator: Number 72: Whot does the speoker cloim regording New
York City reolestote?

You will be able to read the second question and the four answer choices in your test book:

72. rffhatdoes the speaker claim regarding New York City real estate?

(A) Prices have fallen in the past six months.

(B) Houses and apartments are taking longer to sell.

(C) Apartment sales have doubled in the past six months.

(D) Commercial properties are a good long-term investment.

There will be an eight-second pause after the second question. Then you will hear:

Narrator: Number 73:Whot does the speoker wont to chonge?

You will be able to read the third question and the four answer choices in your test book:

73. What does the speaker want to change?

(A) A project schedule

(B) A meeting agenda

(C) A company strategF

(D) A real estate contract

Each question is spoken once, followed by an eight-second pause. This means for each question

you have only eight seconds to read the question and answer choices, and mark your answer sheet.

Srnnrecv 2: Reno rHE FIRST Frw QursiloNs
Because you already know what the directions are, look at the first few questions in your test book

while the directions are playing-just as you did for Part lll. This will let you know what to expect and

what you will need to listen for.

Because the directions for Part lV are short, there is not much time to read ahead. However, try to
read as many questions as you can.

Srnnrecy 3: Krrrow rHE QuEsnoN TypEs

The organization of Part lV questions is similar to that for Part lll. The questions generally ask for
information in the order in which it is presented in the talk: The first question will usually ask about
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Part Two: The Listening Comprehension Section

Chapter Six

something mentioned near the beginning, the second question will ask about something mentioned
in the middle, and the third question will ask about something mentioned near the end.

There are three basic categories of questions for Part lV. (l-hese are essentially the same categories
found in Part lll).

1 . Gist-Cist questions will ask what the main topic is, where the talk takes place, or who the
intended audience is. Cist questions ask about the overall situation rather than about specific
details. For example:

Who is the speoker?

Who is the intended oudience?

Whot is the speaker moinly discussing?

Whot is the purpose of the onnouncement?

tlVhere does this tolk probobly toke ploce?

2. Detail-Detail questions ask about information mentioned in the short talk They can ask
about general information or very specific details. Examples include what a speaker has said

about something or someone; when an action or event will take place; what role, function,
or responsibility people will have; how a problem or situation is being handled;the order in
which things are to be done; or what products or services a company provides. For example:

Whot does the speoker soy obout Storboord Enterprises?

Whotwill hoppen the next doy?

WhotwillDovid Johnson's role be?

Where will the old files be kept?

When should the first locking nut be removed?

Whot seruice does Trovis Consulting provide?

3. lmplication/lnference-lmplication/lnference questions ask about things that are not stated

directly by the speaker, such as the speake/s intentions, emotions, expectations, or probable

future actions. Common lmplication/lnference questions include:

Whot does the speoker intend to do next week?

Why is the speoker surprised?

VVhot does the speoker expect monogers to do?

Whot will the speoker probobly do next?

Whot does the speoker imply obout the new rules?

Some lmplication/lnference and Cist questions might seem to be similar. For example, a Cist
question that asla about who the talk is intended for requires an inference, in that the talk will
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provide enough information about the location, setting, or situation to make the intended audience
obvious, but the identity of the audience will not likely be stated directly. However, while some Cist

questions require you to understand an implication or make an inference, they generally focus on
the larger picture or the overall situation. lmplication/lnference questions tend to deal with implied
details about something the speaker is discussing, expecting, planning, or intending to do, or about
details that concern the situation or context itself.

Counnoru Pnnr lV Quesroru PnrreRrus

Part lV questions patterns are essentially the same as those for Part lll. The most common patterns

for Part lV ouestions are:

105

Gist

Detail

lmplicalon/1nference

Gist

Detail

Detail

Deta‖

Detail

Deta‖

Other patterns are possible, but these are the three most common.

SrnnrEcy 4: Kruow rHE DrsrRAcroRS

The distractors for Part lV are essentially the same as those used in Part lll. As was the case for Parl lll,
all Part lV distractors will answer the question plausibly, that is, they will be possible answers to
the question. When you look at a Part lV question and the answer choices by themselves-without
hearing the talk-each choice will answer the question in a logical and realistic way, and no choice
can be eliminated using logic or common sense. Each option will be a plausible answer to the
question, and there are no impossible answer choices. AIITOEIC exam Part lV items are written in
this way.

As was described for Part lll, none of the Part lV questions are linked in any way, that is, the

information contained in a set of question and answer choices will not help you to answer any other
questions.

There are four basic types of distractors for Part lV questions:

l. Not mentioned-This type of distractor uses words, phrases, and rdeas that are not
mentioned in the talk, but there is no connection to the language used in the talk. The

distractor answers the question plausibly but does not relate to the talk.

2. Repeated words-This type of distractor uses words, phrases, and ideas that are mentioned
in the tal( but it changes them so that they are not true. The distractor answers the question
plausibly but is incorrect.
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Narrator:

Man:

Narrator:

Questions 7 | through 73 refer to the following tolk.

Cood morning everyone. Todoy l'd like to discuss our strotegy for the

New York City oreo. As l'm sure you're oll awore, reol estote prices

there ore omong the highest in the notion ond ore continuing to

rise. On the one hond, this is good news in the short term becouse

it meons thot the compony's rentol properties there will continue to

be profitoble. On the other hond, if the trend continues, it meons thot
ocquiring ond developing new residentiol ond business properties will

become more costly; ond becouse rents ore so high olreody, we won't
be oble to chorge what we need to mointoin our current return on

investment-over time, returns will foll. There ore olso some signs thot
the New York morket moy be turning oround-houses and oportments

ore stoying on the morket on overoge of two doys longer now thon

they did six months ogo. While sellers are still getting controcts ot the

prices they wont, it's toking longer to get them. This could meon thot
housing prices ond rents ore poised to come down soon. The situotion
is rother mixed ond difficult to reod. Whot l'd like us to do is formulote

o revised strotegy thot bolonces the rewords we now enjoy in the

current boom morket ogoinst the future risks of o soft housing morket.

Number 7l : Whot does the speoker soy could hoppen if the current

trend in reol estote Drices continues?

3. New words-This type of distractor introduces new words, phrases, or ideas that may be

associated with or implied by language and ideas expressed in the talk, but that are untrue.

The distractor answers the question plausibly but is incorrect.

4. Rephrase/Paraphrase-This type of distractor takes the original language used in the talk and

rephrases or paraphrases it in a way that makes it untrue. The distractor answers the question

plausibly but is incorrect.

Note that a set of answer choices may use more than one type of distractor at a time. Not all

distractors fit neatly into the categories outlined here; some may seem to belong to more than

one category. Note also that each of these distractor types is similar because, in the end, they are

incorrect answers to the question. However, it is useful to look aI why they are incorrect and to

understand what vou must listen for.

Look at the Part lV directions example again. (Material in rfol'cs indicates what you will hear; material

in bold indicates what is printed in vour test book.)

7 1 . What does the speaker say could happen if the current trend in real estate prices continues?

(A) Return on investment could fall.

(B) Development opportunities could increase.

(C) Fewer residential properties could be available.

(D) Selling commercial properties could become more difficult.
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The correct answer is choice (A). This is a Detail question. Choice (B) uses the word development
from the talh but it also introduces the idea of an increase in development opportunities, which is

not mentioned, and is therefore a false statement. Choice (C) uses the words residentiol properties
from the talk but the idea that fewer of them will be available is not mentioned and is therefore
incorrect. Choice (D) uses words, phrases, and ideas mentioned or implied in the talk (commerciol
properties, difficult), but it rephrases them in a way that is not true.

Narrator: Number 72: Whot does the speoker cloim regarding New
York City reol estote?

72. rffhatdoes the speaker claim regarding NewYork City real estate?

(A) Prices have fallen in the past six months.

(B) Houses and apartments are taking longer to sell.

(C) Apartment sales have doubled in the past six months.

(D) Commercial properties are a good long-term investment.

The correct answer is (B). This is a Detail question. Choice (A) takes words, phrases, and ideas that
are mentioned in the talk (priceg foll, six months) and rephrases them to make a false statement.
Choice (C) uses words from the talk (oportmenl six months) but combines them in a way that
is incorrect. Choice (D) takes words, phrases, and ideas that are mentioned or implied in the
conversation (commerciol properties, long-term investmen5) and rephrases them to make a false
statement.

Narrator: Number 73: Whot does the speoker wont to chonge?

73. What does the speaker want to change?

(A) A project schedule

(B) A meeting agenda

(C) A company strategy

(D) A real estate contract

The correct choice is (C). This is a Detail question. Choice (A) is not mentioned or implied, and
is an example of a not mentioned distractor. Choice (B) is not mentioned or implied, and is an
example of a not mentioned distractor. Choice (D) repeats words and phrases from the talk (real
estote, controct), but this is not what the speaker wants to change.

Notice that for each question, all the distractors are plausible answersr and none of the questions or
answer choices are of any help in answering other questions.

…
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Chapter Six

Srnnrrcv 5: Lrsreru FoR THE lruroRuRroN rN THE QUESTToNS

As was described in relation to Part lll of the TOEIC exam, by reading the questions in your test

book, you will know what information you need to be listening for. For example, if the first question

is a Cist question asking about whom the audience is, you should listen carefully for words and
phrases that indicate where the talk takes place and who the audience is most likely to be.

The talks will often contain a lot of information that is nof tested. However, because you are able

to read the questions in your test book, you will know what information to be listening for, and you

should focus on finding what you need to answer each question.

Note that the cuestions for Part lV are all tullh- information cuestions-as was the case for Part lll.

There are noYes/No questions. Co back and review the Question-Response l4lh- information
question material on pages 50-61. Be sure you understand the kinds of information the question

\pes ask for and the format of the expected answers. You should know, for example, IhaI a When

question deals with time and that you will need to listen for time words (e.9, todoy, yesterdoy, this

ofternoon, ot l0 o'clock).

You will have to listen carefully to the talk to get information you need. Remember, the question

and answer choices used in one question set will nof help you to answer another question.

Pay attention to the context of the talk. Know who the speaker is and what his or her relationship

to the audience is. Listen for clues that tell you where the talk is likely to take place. lf a speaker

is addressing an audience, the setting and relationship between the speaker and the audience is

usually made very clear, and there is often a question that tests whether you have understood this.

Be sure you also understand the purpose of the talk. lf, for example, a speaker is addressing an

audience, understand why the speaker is addressing this particular audience. lf an announcement rs

being made, listen for clues to its purpose to understan d why the announcement is being made.

Srnnrecv 6: Aruswen Encn Quesnoru rN YouR Oww Wonos

Read each question and predict the answer in your own words before reading the answer choices.

lf you understand the talk, you should be able to answer each question in your own words. Your

predicted answer-or one very closely matching-should be among the answer choices. Remember,

there are no trick ouestions on the TOEIC exam. All the information needed to answer the ouestions
is presented in the talk.

lt is much better to have your own idea about the correct answer first, before looking at the answer

choices. lf you look at the answer choices first, you might be attracted to an incorrect choice and

wind up listening to the talk for that information, which might not even be mentioned.

KAPLAN
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Srnnrecy 7: EvnlunrE THE Aruswen Cnorces

As you did with Part lll, find the answer choice that is a close match to the one you expect and mark
your answer sheet. Be sure to fill in the oval completely, as shown in the test directions.

lf no answer choice matches your expected answer very well, eliminate as many choices as you can.
Remember, because one question and answer choice set will not help you answer another, do not
look at answer choices from one question for clues to answer another question.

Often, each answer choice uses words and phrases used in the talk. However, if there is only one
answer choice that uses words and phrases from the talh this is very likely the correct one.

Srnnrrcy 8: EurvuwATE ANSWER CHolcES

lf none of the answer choices matches your expected answer very well, then you must eliminate
as many wrong choices as you can. lf you find you have to guess, the same guessing strategy
used for Part lll works for Part lV, too. Eliminate any choices that do not use words and phrases
from the talk-the not mentioned distractor type. (Unless there is only one choice that uses words
and phrases from the talk, in which case you should choose this as the correct answer.) The not
mentioned distractors are often the easiest to eliminate.

SrnnrecY 9: MnruncE Youn Tlnne

Remember that there are only eight seconds between questions. There is also an eight-second
pause between the end of the last question and the introduction for the next talk. You will need
to work quickly to keep up with the test, and you will hear the short talks only once. Do not waste
time answering any individual question-you risk missing the beginning of the next talk, which could
contain information you need to answer the questions that follow. Select your answer choice and
mark it on your answer sheet as quickly as you can.

lf you find yourself running out of time, mark your answer sheet with your wild-guess letter. Do not
leave any questions unanswered.

Srnnrecy 10: Reno rHE QuEsnoNS FoR THE Nrxr Tnlr
Berone lr Srnnrs

Just as each Part lll Short Conversations had a brief introduction, each Short Talk in Part lV does, too.
For example, you will hear:

QυeSぬnsァ 7めroりgん アζ reFerゎ めeわllo〃ing yoた emσ〃

messσge.

KAPLAN
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You should try to answer all three questions for the current talk before you hear the introduction

for the next talk. Then, while the introduction is playing immediately begin reading as many of the
next set of questions as you can before the actual talk begins. This will help you focus on what
information you need to listen for.

SrRnrrcv Suuunnv

L Know the directions.

2. Read the first few questions while the directions are playing.

3. Understand question types and how questions are ordered.

4. Understand the basic types of distractors.

5. Listen for the information in the questions.

6. Answer each question in your own words before reading the answer choices.

7. Evaluate the answer choices and mark the answer if you know it.

8. Eliminate answer choices that are wrong and select the best match from what is left.

9. Manage your time and be sure to answer all three questions before the next talk begins.

10. Read the questions for the next talk before it starts.

SHORT TALKS PRACTICE SET

Now you are ready to do the Short Talls practice, for which you will need the CD. Choose the best

answer from the choices listed and mark it in your book (on Test Day, you will mark your answers

on the answer grid). You will find the transcript for the Short Talks in part 6 of this booh but try

these first without the transcript so you will be better prepared for the exam.

When you have listened to all of the talks and answered all of the questions, check your answers

against the answer key. Then, be sure to read the explanations that follow the answer key.

鰊町は“
m届¨Ю面性前恭・

Practice I

1. Whatis the speakerpromoting?

(A) International capital

(B) Increased imports

(C) Foreign investment

(D) Increased export
〇 〇 〇 〇
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Where does this tdk take place?

(A) At a trade conference

(B) At a business school

(C) At a corporate board meeting

(D) At a local government meeting

According to the speaker, why are foreign buyers interested in Irish products?

(A) They are reasonably priced.

(B) Theyare high quality.

(C) They are organic.

(D) They are easily available.

Practice 2

4. Whyis the SmartShares companyin thenews?

(A) It has laid offa large part of its worKorce.

(B) It has been involved in a criminal court case.

(C) It has expanded into the East Asian market.

(D) It has won an important industry award.

According to the report, what is improving for workers in Thailand?

(A) Salaries

(B) Benefitspackages

(C) Working conditions
(D) Productivity

What will Mark Francis discuss?

(A) Stocknews

(B) Dwelopments in technology

(C) Local news

(D) Travel and tourism tips

①  ① ① ①

①  ① O①

〇 〇 〇 ①

〇 〇 〇 〇

KAPLAN
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Practice 3

7.What kind ofstore is DunthOrps?

(O C10thing

(B)Kitchenware

(CI Depanment

(D)Furniture

OOO①

8。 Whatislearned aboutthe sale at Dunthorps?

(本)Itindudes items sold online,

(B)ItiS held every yeaF.

(C)It Celebrates the Opening ofa new store,

(D)Itlimits the number ofitems that can be bought.

〇 〇 〇 ①

9。  When does the sale end?

(A)End ofLne

(B)July lst

(c)End ofluly

(D)Mid‐August

OOO①

Practice 4

10。 Where did the artistget the idea fOrhお piec`

(A)France

(B)The caribbean

(C)Austria

(D)New Zealand
O① ① ①

ll.Whatkind ofartworkisbeing discussed?

(A)Sculpture

(3)Pencil dra宙 ng

(C)Pがnting

(D)PhotOgraph
① OOO

…
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12. Who is the speaker addressing?

(A) Buyers at an art sale

(B) An audience at a lecture

(C) Artists at a workshop

(D) Visitors to a museum

Practice 5

13. Who is lra Levinson?

(A)The speaker

(B)The bu■ ding's architect

(C)A new employee

(D)The cOmpany founder

14.How many peoPle win work in the building?

(A)250

(B)500

(C)750

(D)1,000

15。 Whatisthe purpose ofthe talk?

(A)To dedicate a bulding

(B)TO intrOducc a new employee

(C)To annOuncc Plans for a new building

(D)To diSCuss a changein company policy

Practice 6

16.For how manyyears havetramc宙 olationsbeen decreasmgnation狙 メ

(A)1

(B)3

(C) 5

(D)8

① ① O①

① ① ① ①

① ① ① ①

① ① ① ①

① OO①
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17. Why is the number of traffic violations dropping?

(A) There are fewer offenders.

(B) There are fewer police officers.

(C) Policing is more efficient.

(D) Fines are stricter.

① OO①

18. What did the police spokesperson say about the figures?

(A) They indicate that drivers are becoming more careful.

(B) They show that policing methods are improving.
(C) They might not say anything about drivers'behavior.

(D) They are probably not very accurate.

① OOO

Practice 7

19. Which number should a customer press for checking account access?

(A)1

(B)2

(C)3

(D)4
〇 〇 〇 〇

20. What does pressing 5 allow customers to do?

(A) Access their credit card accounts.

(B) Speak to a customer service representative.

(C) Repeat the menu options.

(D) Transfer funds between accounts.

What do customers find out?

(A) The menu options will change.

(B) Their calls maybe recorded.

(C) They can access their accounts online.

(D) New services have been added.

① OO①

21.

① OOO
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Practice 8

22. 'Nho is the intended audience for the advertisement?

(A) First-time flyers

(B) Commuters

(C) Business travelers

(D) Students and young people

①  OOO

23. What do Jet Lines executive lounges have?

(A) Large-screen TVs

(B) Internet access

(C) Luggage storage areas

(D) Exercise facilities
〇 〇 〇 〇

24. What did Jet Lines win an award for?

(A) Cabin crew

(B) Executive lounges

(C) Meals

(D) Customer service

① OO①

Practice 9

25. What relationship does Mr. Rushman have with Seiler Logistics?

(A) He is an employee.

(B) He is a customer.

(C) He is a security guard.

(D) He is a driver.
① OOO

26. Whyhas Amy Richardson called Mr. Rushman?

(A) To update him about a delivery problem

(B) To apologize for not returning his call earlier

(C) To make a change to her order

(D) To request his help with a problem

KAPLAN
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27. When has Amy Richardson probably called Mr. Rushman?

(A) In the middle of the afternoon

(B) During his lunch time

(C) Earlyin the morning
(D) Atthe end of the day

Practice l0

28. How long does it take to get to the airport?

(A) 20 minutes

(B) 25 minutes

(C) 30 minutes

(D) fS minutes

What is true about the single-fare tickets?

(A) They cannot be purchased aboard the train.
(B) They can be paid for with a credit card.

(C) They cost more during rush hour.

(D) They are cheaper if they are bought at the station.

What is learned about the advance-purchase discount tickets?

(A) They are available only online.
(B) They are good for three months from the date of purchase.

(C) They discount fares by ten percent.

(D) They cost $25 each.

29.

〇 〇 〇 ①

① OO①

① OOO

① OO①



ANSWER KEY
l.D

2.A

3.A

4.B

5.D

6。 A

7.C

8.B

9,C

10.B

ll.C

12.D

13.D

14.A

15。 A

ANSWERS AND EXPLANATIONS
All of the answer choices are included for each question, and in parentheses, there is an explanation
of exactly why the wrong answer choices are incorrect. For some questions, we have left the wrong-
answer explanations blank so that you can fill them in. The more you can analyze and explain the
errors in the wrong answer choices, the more skillful and efficient you will become at eliminating
incorrect choices and selecting the correct ones.

Sample responses for these ldentify the Error questions are included at the end of the Answers and

Explanations section.

Practice I

1. What is the speaker promoting? (Main idealWhat)

(A) International capital (This is not mentioned.)

(B) Increased imports (This is not mentioned.)

(C) Foreign investment (This is not mentioned.)

(D) Increased export CORRECT

蹴 恥 市e日¨ 雨鴨 Cowttntti鼎
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16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30。
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2. Where does this talk take place? (Main idealWhere)

(A) At a trade conference CORRECT

(B) At a business school (The speaker welcomes the audience to a trade conference.)

(C) At a colporate board meeting (The speaker welcomes the audience to a trade
conference.)

(D) At a local government meeting (The speaker welcomes the audience to a trade

conference.)

3. According to the speaker, why are foreign buyers interested in Irish products? (Detail/
What)

(A) They are reasonably priced. CORRECT

(B) They are high quality. (This is not mentioned.)

(C) They are organic. (This is not mentioned.)

(D) They are easily available. (This is not mentioned.)

Practice 2

4. Why is the SmartShares company in the news? (DetaillWhy)

(A) It has laid offa large part of its worKorce. (This is not mentioned.)

(B) It is has been involved in a criminal court case. CORRECT

(C) It has expanded into the East Asian market. (This repeats the words East Asia.)

(D) It has won an important industry award. (This is not mentioned.)

5. According to the report, what is improving for workers in Thailand? (DetatllWhat)

(A) Salaries (This is not mentioned.)

(B) Benefits packages (This is not mentioned.)

(C) Working conditions (This is not mentioned.)

(D) Productivirf CORRECT

6. Whatwill Mark Francis discuss? (Detal,lWhat)

(A) Stocknews CORRECT

(B) Developments in technology (Gadgets are mentioned.)

(C) tocal news (The program focuses on business news.)

(D) Travel and tourism tips (The program implies reporters are traveling.)

KAPLAN
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Practice 3

7. What kind of store is Dunthorps? (Main idealWhatkinil)

(A) Clothing (Clothing is mentioned, but the store sells more than clothes.)

(B) Kitchenware (This repeats the word kitchen.)

(C) Department CORRECT

(D) Furniture (This is a play on the wordfurnishings.)

8. What is learned about the sale at Dunthorps? (DetarllWhat)

(A) It includes items sold online. (This is not mentioned.)

(B) It is held everyyear. CORRECT

(C) It celebrates the opening of a new store. (This is not mentioned.)

(D) It limits the number of items that can be bought. (This is not mentioned.)

9. When does the sale end?(DetarllWhen)

(A) End of June (This is not mentioned.)

(B) July lst (This is when the sale begins.)

(C) End of luly CORRECT

(D) Mid-August (This is not mentioned.)

Practice 4

10. Where did the artist get the idea for his piece? (Detail lWhere)

(A) France (Paris is mentioned, but this is not the answer.)

(B) The Caribbean CORRECT

(C) Austria (Austria is mentioned, but this is not the answer.)

(D) NewZealand (This is not mentioned.)

11. What kind of artrlrork is being discussed? (Main idea/Whatkind)

(A) Sculpture (This is not mentioned.)

(B) Pencil drawing (This is not mentioned.)

(C) Painting CORRECT

(D) Photograph (This is not mentioned.)

KAPLAN
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12. Who is the speaker addressing? (Main idealWho)

(A) Buyers at an art sale (The talk is about art, but the setting is not a sale.)

(B) An audience at a lecture (The speaker says the words in the next gallery, saggesting
that the group is moving.)

(C) Artists at a worlshop (The speaker refers to the museum.)

(D) Visitors to a museum CORFJCT

Practice 5

13. Who is Ira Levinson? (DetallWho)

(A) The speaker (The speaker refers to Ira Levinson, and is not talking about himself.)

(B) The building's architect (This is not mentioned.)

(C) A new employee (This is not mentioned.)

(D) The company founder CORRECT

14. How many people will work in the buildingz. (DetarllHow many)

(A) 2so CoRRECT
(B) 500 (This is not mentioned.)

(C) 750 (This is not mentioned.)

(D) 1,000 (This repeats athousand.)

15. What is the purpose of the talk? (Main idealWhat)

(A) To dedicate a building CORRECT

(B) To introduce a new employee (This is not mentioned.)

(C) To announce plans for a new buildinS (This repeats the words nav buililing.)

(D) To discuss a change in companypolicy (This is not mentioned.)

Practice 6

16. For how manyyears have traffic violations been decreasing nationally? (DetarllHow many)

(A) I (This is not mentioned.)

(B) 3 (This is not mentioned.)

(c) s coRREcT
(D) 8 (This is not mentioned.)

ry9
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Why is the number of traffrc violations dropping? (Main idealWhy)

(A) There are fewer offenders. (The figures seem to show this, but the transportation
department doesn't think this is the reason.)

(B) There are fewer police officers. CORRECT

(C) Policing is more ef,ficient. (This is not mentioned.)

(D) Fines are stricter. (This is not mentioned.)

What did the police spokesperson say about the figures? (DetaUWhat)

(A) They indicate that drivers are becoming more careful. (The speaker asls if this is the
case, but this is not what the police say.)

(B) They show that policing methods are improving. (This is not mentioned.)

(C) They might not say anything about drivers'behavior. CORRECT

(D) They are probably not very accurate. (This is not mentioned.)

Practice 7

19. Which number should a customer press for checking account access? (DetullWhich)

(A) I (This is to access savings.)

(B) 2 CORRECT

(C) 3 (This is to access credit cards.)

(D) a (This is to access retirement and investment accounts.)

20. What does pressing 5 allow customers to do? (DetarllWhat)

(A) Access their credit card accounts. (Customers must press 3 for this.)

(B) Speak to a customer service representative. (Customers must press 0 for this.)

(C) Repeat the menu options. (Customers must press 9 for this.)

(D) Transfer funds between accounts. CORRECT

21. What do customers find out? (DetaiUWhat)

(A) The menu options will change. (This is not mentioned.)

(B) Their calls may be recorded. (This is not mentioned.)

(C) They can access their accounts online. CORRECT

(D) New services have been added. (This is not mentioned.)

18.
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Practice 8

22. lffho is the intended audience for the advertisement?(Main idealWho)

(A) First-time flyers (This is not mentioned.)

(B) Commuters (This is not mentioned.)

(C) Business travelers CORRECT

(D) Students and young people (This is not mentioned.)

23. What do Jet Lines executive lounges have? (Detail lWhat)

(A) Large-screen TVs (This is not mentioned.)

(B) Internet access CORRECT

(C) Luggage storage areas (This is not mentioned.)

(D) Exercise facilities (This is not mentioned.)

24. Iffhat did Jet Lines win an award for? (Detail/What)

(A) Cabin crew (This repeats the word crew.)

(B) Executive lounges (This repeats the word lounge.)

(C) Meals CORRECT

(D) Customer service (This is not mentioned.)

Practice 9

25. What relationship does Mr. Rushman have with Seiler Logistics? (Detail/What)

(A) He is an employee. (This not logical.)

(B) He is a customer. CORRECT

(C) He is a security guard. (This repeats the words security guard.)

(D) He is a driver. (This repeats the word driver.)

26. Whyhas Amy Richardson called Mr. Rushman? (Main idealWhy)

(A) To update him about a delivery problem CORRECT
(B) To apologize for not returning his call earlier (She apologizes for missing his call, but

that's not why she has called.)
(C) To make a change to her order (This is not logical.)

(D) To request his help with a problem (This is not mentioned.)

KAPLAN
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27. When has Amy Richardson probably called Mr. Rushman? (DetarllWhen)

(A) In the middle of the afternoon (This repeats the word afternoon.)
(B) During his lunch time (This is not mentioned.)
(C) Early in the morning (The package was delivered at 7:30 e.u.)
(D) At the end of the day CORRECT

Practice l0

28. Howlongdoes

(A) 20 minutes

(B) 25 minutes

(C) 30 minutes

it take to get to the airport?

(D) 35 minutes CORRECT

29, Whatis true about the single-fare tickets?

(A) They cannot be purchased aboard the train.
(B) They can be paid for with a credit card. CORRECT
(C) They cost more during rush hour.
(D) They are cheaper if they are bought at the station.

30. What is learned about the advance-purchase discount tickets?

(A) They are available only ontne.
(B) They are good for three months from the date of purchase.

(C) They discount fares by ten percent. CORRECT

(D) They cost $25 each.

KAPLAN
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AusweRs FoR IDENTTFy rHE Ennon Queslolrts
Practice I O

How long does it take to get to the airport? (1ota//#oa lort)

(A) 20 minutes (Tl,;c k otnofubrel)

(B) 25 minutes (Tlk k ot ao'rtb're/,)

(C) 30 minutes (Tlie k mt aahtud)
(D) 35 minutes CORRECT

\,Vhat is true about the single-fare tickets? Q"Ail/Ulat)29.

(A) They cannot be purchased aboard the train. (Tlrgew t"Tcolaedo'rloat'l,)

(B) They can be paid for with a credit card. CORRECT

(C) They cost more during rush hour. (Thbkotaofthrcl.)

(D) They are cheaper if they are bought at the statio n. (TI,k 
'a 
d retubrc'l)

30. What is learned about the advance-purchase discount tickets? (0otd/l/pq

(A) They are available only online. (Tlkkptnetutuel.)

(B) They are good for three months from the date of purchase. (Tl,t * rct naftbrol)

(C) They discount fares by ten percent. CORRECT

(D) They cost $25 each. (TI'P t,rot natiort'l,)

KAPLAN
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Sentences
Cha pter 7: Exam Part V-lncomplete

Test‐Taking Strategies

incomplete Sentences Pradice Set

Mswer Key

Answers and Explanations

C)Time budgetfor Patt V:Appro対 mately 1 7 minutes

Time management is very important on the Reading Comprehension Section of the TOEIC exam.

You are given a total of 75 minutes to work through the 100 questions on these three parts. There

will be no indicator on the day you take the exam for when you should move from Part V to Part Vl,

and from Part Vl to Part Vll. You do not want to spend too much time on any one part. That is why

this practice is very important.

For Part V, you will read 40 incomplete sentences. Beneath each sentence, you will see four words

or phrases; you must pick the word or phrase that best completes the sentence.

TEST-TAKING STRATEGIES

Srnnrrcv 1: Krrrow rHE DrREcnoNs

It is important to understand what you are being asked to do, and to be sure you know the
directions before you take the test.

Unlike the Listening Comprehension Section-where you must keep pace with the recording to
avoid falling behind-you must pace yourself in the Reading Comprehension Section. You have

75 minutes to complete Parts V Vl, and Vll. When you finish Part V, you can immediately begin

Part Vl; when you have finished Part Vl, you can immediately begin Part Vll.
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By knowing the Reading Comprehension Section directions and the directions for Part V in advance,
you do not need to waste valuable time reading what you already know. As soon as you are

told to begin the Reading Comprehension Section, skip the directions and begin working on the
Incomplete Sentence questions. The directions will look something like this:

READING COMPREHENSION SECTION

In the Reading Comprehension Section, you will read a variety of texts and answer
different types of reading comprehension questions. The Reading Comprehension
Section will last 75 minutes. There are three parts, and directions are given for each part.

You are encouraged to answer as many questions as possible within the allotted time.
Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet. Do not write them in the test book.

Directions: A word or phrase is missing in the following sentences. Four answer choices are
given below each of the sentences. Choose the best answer to complete the sentence. Then
mark the letter on your answer sheet.

Here is an example illustrating the format of a typical Incomplete Sentence question, so that you
can start becoming familiar with it.

10l'Inthefourthquarterof2007,TaylorAirlinesreportednet-of$82.5million.
(A) flights

(B) revenues

(C) services

(D) quantities

The sentence should read: ln the fourth quorter of 20O7, Toylor Airlines repofted net revenues of
$82.5 million Therefore, you would mark (B) on your answer sheet.

Srnnrecy 2: Decroe Wnernen rHE SENTENcE TESTs VocneuuRy oR

Gnemunn

The sentences can be divided into two types of questions, based on what the answer choices are.

Vocabulary Questions

All the choices are from different word families but have similar meanings. ln the following example
sentence, the answer choices are all nouns and are not part of the same word family. They do not
share a common root, prefix, or suffix. Each word is different from the others in terms of its form.
However, all of the words share a common theme: They are all related to money and payments.
This is a classic example of a vocabulary question. To answer a vocabulary question, you must
choose the word that completes the sentence bosed on its meoning. These questions test the
depth of your vocabulary.

KAPLAN
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102. A late payment 

- 

of $25 will be applied to all accounts more than 30 days overdue.

(A) fee

(B) fare

(C) cost

(D) price

Grammar Questions

All the word choices are from the same word family. ln the following example sentence, the answer
choices af f contain the same word open. This is a classic example of a grammar question. To answer
a grammar question, you must choose the word that completes the sentence bosed on its form.
These questions test your command of grammar and structure.

129

103. Trillium lncorporated plans
before the end of the vear.

(A) open

(B) to open

(C) opened

(D) to be opened

Note that vocabulary and grammar are not always so easily separated; some questions may test
vocabulary and grammar at the same time. Pronouns, comparatives, and other kinds of words can

have different forms but still be related to each other. However, it is easiest to think in terms of two
basic categories.

The ways vocabulary and grammar questions are approached are slightly different.

. For vocabulary questions--Look for words and phrases that provide clues to the answer.

Often, words or phrases in the sentence will help you eliminate distractors and point you

toward the correct choice. In the first example, the words /ote and overdue make choices
(B) fore, (C) cos4 and (D) price less attractive. The words fores, cosb, and prices are not
usually "late" or "overdue."

. For grammar questions-Focus on the words before and after the blank to determine
which part of speech is required. Most often, the words immediately before and after the
blank determine which part of speech the correct choice must be. Knowing this helps you to
eliminate distractons. In the second example, the word plons appears immediately before the
blank must be followed by an infinitive, fa This eliminates choices (A) open and (C) opened.

branch offices in both Seoul and Pusan

KAPLAN
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Srnnrrcv 3: Pneorcr rHE ANSwER

Read each sentence and try to fill the blank with your own word or phrase before reading the

answer choices. lf you understand the sentence, you should be able to conectly predict the word or
phrase required to fill the blank. lf your predicted answer is among the answer choices, this is likely

to be the correct answer.

lt is much better to have your own idea about the correct answer before looking at the answer

choices. lf you look at the answer choices first, you might be attracted to an incorrect choice.

Srnnrecv 4: EvnlunrE THE Aruswen CnorcEs

Find the answer choice that matches the answer you predicted. Before you mark your answer sheet,

reread the sentence to make sure the option you are choosing fills the blank the correctly.

lf no answer choice matches your expected answer, eliminate as many choices as you can by doing
the following:

For vocabulary questions, read the sentence for context clues that may point to the conect

answer or help to eliminate distractors.

For grammar questions, focus on the words and phrases around the blank to determine the
part of speech required, and eliminate distractors that do not fit.

After eliminating as many distractors as possible, select the best choice from what is left.

lf you cannot eliminate any distractors, choose one letter (A), (B), (C), or (D) and use this for every
guessed answer. Using one letter consistently is better than guessing at random.

When you have decided on an answer choice, mark your answer sheet. Be sure to fill in the oval

completely, as shown in the test directions.

Srnnrecv 5: Mnrunce Youn Trnnr; Aruswrn Evenv Quesroru
Time management is very important in the Reading Comprehension Section. ln the Listening

Comprehension Section, the timing is controlled by the audio recording. ln the Reading

Comprehension Section, you have 75 minutes to complete Parts V, Vl, and Vll. How quickly you
move through each part is up to you. However, because Part Vll-the last part of the test-is
usually the most difficult and time-consuming, you will want to go through Parts V and Vl as quickly

as you can so that you will have enough time left to finish Part Vll.

Do not waste time working on any individual sentence. Although each sentence is worth the same

amount, you should treat them all equally. Select your answer choice and mark it on your answer

sheet as quickly as you can so that you can keep up with the timing of this section of the TOEIC exam
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r you ind yourser running out of jme,mark your answer sheet with your wild― guess letter.Do not

leave any questions unanswered.

STRATEGY SUMMARY

l.Know the directions.

2.Decide whetherthe sentence tests Юcabυ′σγ orgrammα

σ. For vocabulary questions― ―Look for words and Phrases that provide clues to the answer.

b.For grammar questions― Focus on the words before and afterthe Ыank to determine

which patt of speech is required.

3. Predictthe answerfor each sentence in your own words before reading the choices.

4. Evaluate the answer choices and mark the answer.

5.Manage yourtime and be sure to answer every question.

INCOMPLETE SENTENCES PRACTICE SET

OTimebudgetfor:ncomplete Sentence Practice:24 minutes for 54 questions

When you have answered all ofthe que■ ions′ check your answes againttthe answer key.Then

read the explanations that follow the answer key.

1. The long-time employee was faithful and

(A) honestly

(B) honest

(C) honor

(D)honesty

2. Next week, a computer trainer will be here to 

- 

to any questions you may have.

(A) provide

(B) request

(C) respond

(D) answer
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3.He was going to mect us_at the restaurant or here。

(A)but

(B)yet

(C)neither

(D)cither

4. The board ofdirectors tried to think         an Possible options before readling a

declslon.

(A)of

(B)at

(C)by

(D)as

5。  Ifthe infonnation is public,         is neither unreasonable nor uncthicalto share it.

(A)his

(3)him

(C)itS

(D)it

6. Tilning is_____一――important when soliciting contributions for political campaigns.

(A)accurately

(B)extremely

(C)quiCkly

(D)hody

7. Andrew lives quite a_■Om Wherc he works.

(A)doseness

(B)Space

(C)diStance

(D)len鰤
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Weareableto-yourconditionsofde|iveryperyourproposal.
(A) accepts

(B) accept

(C) accepting

(D) accepted

Nextweek'sseminaroughttoprovide-withalotofnewinformation.
(A) we

(B) our
(C) ourselves

(D) us

The paper division is showing an increased

(A) profit
(B) profiting
(C) profitable

(D)profits

1l.Dr.Wooleftveryear1ythismorning,but-becauseheforgothisbriefcase.
(A) revolved

(B) returned
(C) recalled

(D) remembered

12. Payment is due in full within 30 days upon 

- 

of this invoice.

(A) receipt

(B) receive

(C) reception

(D) receiving

KAPLAN
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13.Doctorshave-thatstressfromworkcancauseothermedicalproblems.

(A) find
(B) finding
(C) found
(D) finds

14. The warehouse employees have worked overtime every day- the last week.

(A) until
(B) along

(C) before

(D) for

15. We do not provide third 

- 

with biographical information about our clients.

(A) parties

(B) people

(C) impressions

(D) deatings

16. He 

- 

forgot my name at the company dinner last year.

(A) complete

(B) completed

(C) completely

(D) completeness

u.Attitudeisanessentia1ingredientinfindingthe-possiblejob.
(A) good

(B) best

(C) higher

(D) easier
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18. Ms. Napier chose to travel by bus 

- 

of taking a taxi.

(A) except

(B) but
(C) besides

(D) instead

19. Mr. Fisher wants us to exchange ideas 

- 

the proposed reorganization of the Adele
Company.

(A) around

(B) betr,rreen

(C) into
(D) about

ReaIcomade-offerforthepurchaseoftheWincorpproperty.
(A) a grateful

(B) agenerous

(C) awealthy

(D) an attentive

21. The firm was to receive full payment upon of the project.

(A) completion

(B) complexion

(C) complication

(D) commitment

22.俎er the govemor raised taxes,his     declined rapidI

(A)populated

(B)populaF

(C)Popularity

(D)pOpulate

ゆ
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Afterfhishingthe weck‐ long seminar,Ms.Beyer paCked her suitcase and checked

―――――――Ofthe hotd.

(A)oveF

(B)Out

(C)in

(D)or

Empk)ycc handb00ksthat are_______― Written can improve morale and Prevent

disagreements.

(本)Carem

(B)Caring

(C)CaFefuhess

(D)care■ lly

25。  When the chai...lan amounced________retirement,the board oftrustees launched a

nationwlde search fbr a replacement.

(A)his

(B)our

(C)itS

(D)him

26. Evena companywith an excellent image and 

- 

can fail if it does not meet market
standards.

(A) reputedly
(B) reputable

(C) repute

(D) reputation

27. Mr.and NIIrs.Kuo are conndentthat         win locate the site themselves.

(A)them

(B)they

(C)themselves

(D)their

23.
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There are several factors to think about- decidingwhich method of distribution
to pursue.

(A) when

(B) what
(C) why
(D) where

In an exclusive interview, Mr. Stanowitz 

-that 

his company would post a loss
this quarter.

(A) confided

(B) confidence

(C) confide

(D) confidential

30. The requirements for new food service products were 

- 

debated at the franchise
meeting.

(A) manually
(B) patently

(C) exhaustively

(D) firstly

31.Theengineerswillallneedtostaythere-theSpanningprojectisfinished.
(A) for
(B) about

(C) until
(D) toward

New approaches to mass communication 

- 

the limits of traditional media channels.

(A) transcend

(B) transcends

(C) transcending

(D) to transcend

¨
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33.Airlinereservation-arebeingrevisedtoincludeextensivetravelerdemographics.

(A) telephones

(B) employees

(C) counters

(D) systems

34. The date for the new product launch has been 

- 

because of problems in production.

(A) advertised

(B) delayed

(C) produced

(D) mobilized

35,He was asked to test,befOre the committee____hiS expertise.

(A)since

(B)irther

(C)inasmuch as

(D)becauSe Of

36,IknOwwc have     types ofPayment plans ava■ able for our customers.

(A)much

(B)many

(C)mostly

(D)much mOre

37.The new shoppmg center offers ttec Parking andeasy access     the highway.

(A)to

(B)宙th

(C)Of

(D)for
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This brochure provides a brief description of some of the 

- 

features of the
insurance policF.

(A) stately

(B) sporadic

(C) slantwise

(D) salient

39. It is the ability to perform 

- 

over time that distinguishes great companies.

(A) consistent

(B) consistently

(C) consistency

(D) consisting

40.Thegrowthofthewastedisposalindustryisbeingdrivenbydemographics-by
economic forces.

(A) in order to
(B) as well as

(C) additionally

(D) furthermore

41.Theideal-willhaveastrongsa1esbackgroundandin-countrycontacts.

(A) position

(B) procedure

(C) expectation

(D) candidate

42. Our consultants can help you employee attitudes and assess training needs.

(A) network

(B) request

(C) survey

(D) volunteer
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43. The reports on construction materials, including on cement and ready-mixed
concrete, are available in PDF format.

(A) them

(B) that
(C) those

(D) this

44. Sky Travel Air is known for being on time and having few customer 

-.

(A) complaints

(B) complain

(C) complaining

(D) complainer

lnnovative technology 

- 

by General Car Company debuted in new models last year.

(A) contained

(B) involved

(C) pioneered

(D) performed

Good graphic designers can save their clients amounts of money on printing
and artwork.

(A) signifr
(B) significant

(C) significance

(D) signification

47.ThesmallfilmcomPany-hadannualrevenuesofoverfourmillioneuros.

(A) previously

(B) someday

(C) along

(D) yet
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Mergers,takeovers,deregulation,anddownsizinghavecreatedmuch-inthe
business world.

(A) uncertain

(B) uncertainly
(C) uncertainties

(D) uncertainty

49。  The network will pernut cOmmunication         devices suCh as a desktoP computer

and a dOcumentret五 eval system.

(A)around

(B)between

(C).over

(D)above

All directors attend this important board meeting.

(A) must

(B) ought

(C) have been

(D) should be

51 . The presentation focuses on the fund's benefit to shareholders 

- 

than on the
company's history.

(A) rather

(B) instead

(C) whereas

(D) although

Vendors of security services have reported a sharp increase in demand for video
equipment.

(A) negligence

(B) pilot
(C) leakage

(D) surveillance

141

…
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Chapter Seven

54・

Managers need reference materials that are easy for to understand.

(A) them

(B) they

(C) themselves

(D) theirs

Each month, the meat packing plant rewards one employee for the idea that
saves the most money.

(A) receiving

(B) submitting

(C) transferring

(D) installing

KAPLAN
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ANSWER KEY
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Ｂ

Ｃ

Ｄ

Ａ

Ｄ

Ｂ

Ｃ

Ｂ

Ｄ

Ａ

Ｂ

Ａ

Ｃ

Ｄ

Ａ

Ｃ

Ｂ

Ｄ

Ｄ

Ｂ

Ａ

Ｃ

Ｂ

Ｄ

Ａ

Ｄ

Ｂ

８

９

０

１

２

３

４

５

６

７

８

９

０

１

２

３

２

２

３

３

３

３

３

３

３

３

３

３

４

４

４

４

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

A

A

C

C

A

D

B

D

B

A

D

B

B

D

C

C

A

C

B

A

D

B

A

A

D

A

B

６

７

８

９

０

１

２

３

４

５

６

７

１

１

１

１

２

２

２

２

２

２

２

２

１

２

３

４

５

５

５

５

ANSWERS AND EXPLANATIONS
In the parentheses next to each question, we have identified them as being focused either on

vocabulary or grammar with a 7 or a C. We have also included the part of speech required by the
sentence.

For some of the questions, we have left this blank so that you can fill them in. The better you are

at identifying the focus of each question stem, the more skillful and efficient you will become at

eliminating incorrect choices and selecting the conect ones.
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Sample responses for these ldentify the Question Type questions are included at the end of the
Answers and Explanations section.

1. The long-time employee was faithful and

(A) honestly

(B) honest CORPJCT

(C) honor

(D) honestf

(fadjective)

Nextweek, acomputer trainerwillbe here to
mayhave. (V-verb)

(A) provide

(B) request

(C) respond CORRECT

(D) answer

to anyquestionsyou

3. Hc was going to rneet us

(y―oniunctiOn)

(A)but

(B)yet

(C)neither

(D)either coRRECT

(A)OfCORRECT
(B)at

(C)by

(D)as

5。 Ifthe informatiOnお public,

The board of directors tried to think
reaching a decision. ( V-preposition)

at the restaurant or here.

all possible options before

is neither unreasonable nor
unethicalto share it。 (G二■pronoun)

(A)his

(B)him

(C)itS

(D)it CORRECT

¨



7。

6. Timingis

campalgns,(y_adverb)

(A)accurately

(B)eXtremely CORRECT

(C)quiCkly

(D)hody

Andrewlives quite a

(A) closeness

(B) space

(C)diStance CORRECT

(D)len山

We are able to
(G-verb)

(A) accepts

(B) accept CORRECT

(C) accepting

(D) accepted

9. Next weelCs seminar ought to provide
information. ( C-pronoun )

(A) we

(B) our
(C) ourselves

(D) us CORRECT

10. The paper division is showing an increased

(A) profit CORRECT

(B) profiting
(C) profitable

(D) profits

h嗜市に
理寵1惟鯉嘲∬踊:鰹 |‖5

important when soliciting contributions for political

from where he works. ( V-noun)

your conditions of delivery per your proposal.

with alotof new

(G=―noun)

…
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11. Dr. Woo left very early this morning, but
briefcase. (\z-verb)

(A) revolved

(B) returned CORRECT

(C) recalled

(D) remembered

12. Paymentis due in fullwithin 30 days upon
(C-noun)

(A) receipt CORRECT

(B) receive

(C) reception

(D) receiving

because he forgot his

of this invoice.

13. Doctors have that stress from work can cause other medical
problems。 (G―Verb)

(A)flnd

(B)缶lding

(C)fOund coRRECT

(D)hds

14.Thewarlhousc employees haveworked overtime every day

lastweek(y―preposition)

(A)until

(B)a10ng

(C)befOre

(D)for CORRECT

15. We do notprovidethird
our clients.

with biographical information about

(A)Parties coRRECT

(B)peOple

(C)impressions

lD)dealings

the

¨
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16。  Hc

(A) complete

(B) completed

(C) completely CORRECT

(D) completeness

17. Attitude is an essential ingredient in finding the

(A) good

(B) best CORRECT

(C) higher

(D) easier

18. Ms. Napier chose to travel bybus

(A) except

(B) but
(C) besides

(D) instead CORRECT

19. Mr. Fisher wants us to exchange ideas

(V-adjective)

(A) a gratefrrl

(B) a generous CORRECT

(C) a wealthy

(D) an attentive

forgot my name at the company dinner last year.

reorganization of the Adele Company. (V-preposition)

(A) around

(B) between

(C) into
(D) aboutCORRECT

20. Realco made

possible job.

of taking a taxi.

the proposed

offer for the purchase of the Wincolp property.

KApLAN
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21. The firm was to receive frrll payment upon
(V-noun)

(A) completion CORRECT

(B) complexion

(C) complication

(D) commitment

of the project.

22. After the governor raised taxes, his

(A) populated

(B) popular

(C) popularity CORRECT

(D) populate

declined rapidly. (G-noun)

23. After finishing the week-long seminar, Ms. Beyer packed her suitcase and checked
of the hotel. (V-preposition)

(A)over

(B)Out CORRECT

(C)in

(D)for

24. Employec handbooksthat are written can improve morale and
prevent disagreements. (G-adverb)

(A) careful

(B) caring

(C) carefulness

(D) caretully CORRECT

25. When the chairman announced retirement, the board of
trustees launched a nationwlde scarch for a replacel■ent.(Gトーpronoun)

(A)his CORRECT

(B)Our

(C)its

(D)him

1く APLAN
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27.

Even a companywith an excellent image and
not meet market standards. (C'-noun)

(A) reputedly

(B) reputable

(C) repute

(D) reputation CORRECT

Mroand Mrs.Kuo are confldent that

themselves.(G■prOnOun)

(本)them

(B)they CORRECT

(C)themselves

(D)their

28. There are several factors to think about
ofdistribution tO pursue。 (y―Onillnction)

(A)when CORRECT

(B)what

(C)Why

(D)where

29. In an exclusive intemew・ Mr.Stanow■ tz

would post a loss this quarter. (G-verb)

(A) confided CORRECT

(B) confidence

(C) confide

(D) confidential

The requirements for new food service products were
at the franchise meeting. (V-adverb)

(A) manually

(B) patently
(C) exhaustively CORRECT

(D) firstly

can fail ifit does

will locate the site

decidingwhich method

that his company

debated

¨
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31. The engineers will all need to stay there

finished. ( V-preposition)

(A) for

(B) about

(C) until CORRECT

(D) toward

32. New approaches to mass communication
traditional media channels. ( C--verb)

(A) transcend CORRECT

(B) transcends

(C) transcending

(D) to transcend

33. Airline reservation
traveler demographics.

(A) telephones

(B) employees

(C) counters

(D) systems CORRECT

34. The date for the newproduct launch has been
problems in production.

(A) advertised

(B) delayed CORRECT

(C) produced

(D)mobilized

35. Hewas asked to testifrbefore the committee

(A) since

(B) further
(C) inasmuch as

(D)because of CORRECT

the Spanning project is

the linlits of

are being revised to include extensive

because of

his expertise.

KAPLA N
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types of payment plans available for our

(A)much

(B)nlany CORRECT

(C)mostly

(D)much mOre

37. The new shopping center offers iee parking and easyaccess

highway。 (y―preposition)

(A)to CORRECT

(B)with

(C)Of

(D)for

38. This brochure provides a brief description of some of the
features of the insurance policy. (V-adjective)

(A) stately

(B) sporadic

(C) slantwise

(D) salient CORRECT

39. It is the abilityto perform
companies. (fadverb)

the

over time that distinguishes great

(A) consistent

(B) consistently CORRECT

(C) consistency

(D) consisting

The growth of the waste disposal industry is being driven by demographic

- 

by economic forces. ( V-coniunction)

(A) in order to

(B) as well as CORRECT

(C) additionally

(D) furthermore

:くAPLAN
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41. The ideal

contacts. (V-noun)

(A) position

(B) procedure

(C) expectation

(D) candidate CORRECT

42. Our consultants can help you
training needs. ( V-verb)

(A) network

(B) request

(C) surveyCORRECT

(D) volunteer

will have a strong sales background and in-country

employee attitudes and assess

on cement43. The reports on construction materials, including
and ready―mixed concrete,are avalablein PDF format.(G一 prOnOun)

(A)them

(B)that

(C)thOSe coRRECT

(D)this

Sky Travel Air is known for being on time and having few customer
(G-noun)

(A) complaints CORRECT

(B) complain

(C) complaining

(D) complainer

45. Innovative technology by General Car Company debuted in
new models last year. (V-verb)

(A) contained

(B) involved

(C) pioneered CORRECT

(D)performed

…
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Good graphic designers Gln save their clients amounts of
money on printing and artwork. (C-adjective)

(A) signifr
(B) significant CORRECT

(C) significance

(D) signification

47. The smallfilm company had annual revenues ofover four
million euros. (V-adverb)

(A) previouslyCORRECT

(B) someday

(C) along

(D) yet

48. Mergers, takeovers, deregulation, and downsizing have created much _ in the
business world. (G-noun)

(A) uncertain

(B) uncertainly

(C) uncertainties

(D) uncertaintf CORRECT

49. The networkwill permit communication devices such as a
desktop computer and a document retrieval system. (V-preposition)

(A) around

(B) benveen CORRECT

(C) over

(D) above

50. All directors attend this important board meeting. (C-verb)

(A)must CORRECT

(B)ought

(C)haVe been

(D)should be

KAPLAN
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51. The presentation focuses on the fund's benefit to shareholders
than on the company's history.

(A) rather CORRXCT

(B) instead

(C) whereas

(D) although

52. Vendors of security services have reported a sharp increase in demand for video
equipment.

53.

(A) negligence

(B) pilot
(C) leakage

(D) surveillance CORRECT

Managers need reference materials that are easy for
understand.

to

(A) them CORRECT

(B) they

(C) themselves

(D) theirs

54. Each month, the meat packing plant rewards one employee for
the idea that saves the most money.

(A) receiving

(B) submitting CORRECT

(C) transferring

(D) installing

Aruswrns FoR THE loerurrv rHE QuEsiloN TypE Quesnorus

15. We do not provide third
our clients. (/-w)
(A) parties CORRECT

(B) people

(C) impressions

(D) dealings

with biographical information about

KAPLAN
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forgot my name at the company dinner last year. ((-.ilit'*)16。 He

18. Ms. Napier chose to travelbybus

(A) except

(B) but
(C) besides

(D) instead CORRECT

33. Airline reservation

demo graph ics. ( l/-r oar)

(A) telephones

(B) employees

(C) counters

(D) systems CORRECT

The date for the newproduct launch has been
in productio n. (/-o'*l)
(A) advertised

(B) delayed CORRECT

(C) produced

(D) mobilized

(A) complete

(B) completed

(C) completelyCORRECT

(D) completeness

Attitude is an essential ingredient in finding the
((-,orQt'n1

(A) good

(B) bestCORRECT

(C) profitable

(D) easier

possible job.

oftaking a taxi.(み 7響 物 )

are being revised to include extensive traveler

because of problems

¨
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He was asked to testifrbefore the committee
(f-ooyla'roAbr)

(A) since

(B) further
(C) inasmuch as

(D) because of CORRECT

his expertise.

I knswwe have types of payment plans available for our customers.

(′¬

“

麟狗われ)

(A)much

(3)many CORRECT

(C)mOStly

(D)much mOre

The presentation focuses on the inど s benentto sharcholders

on the companプ S hiStOry,(海グ″″ )

(A)Father CORRECT

(B)inStead

(C)Whereas

(D)althOugh

52. Vendors of security services have reported a sharp increase in demand for video
equipment. ((-roor)

(A) negligence

(B) pilot
(C) leakage

(D) surveillance CORRECT

51. than

53.Managers nced reference materialSthat are easyfor

(`′

L¨¨
ラ″ン嗜′1%″しr)

(A)them CORRECT

(B)they

(C)themselves

(D)theirS

to understand.

…
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the54. Each month, the meat packing plant rewards one employee for
idea that saves the most money. (/----*u/1

(A) receiving

(B) submitting CORRECT

(C) transferring

(D) installing

KAPLA N
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For this part of the TOEIC exam, you will read four short texts. Each text has three incomplete
sentences marked with a dashed line ( ), indicating where a word or phrase from the
sentence is missing. For each incomplete sentence, you must choose the correct word or phrase.

For each question, you are given four answer choices.

TEST‐TAKINC STRATECIES

STRATEGY l:KNOW THE D!REC丁 10NS

ltisirnPortantto understand what you are being asked to do and to be sure you know the

directions before you take the test.The directions willlook something like this:

|111111i:||::::|::|:|::lilllliil:|:li:lil:|||||::                                                                               |

Here L an example‖ lustrajng the format of a typical Patt Vl passage.

Chapter B: Exam Part Vl-Text Completion

Test-Taking Strategies

Text Completion Praclice Set

Answer Key

Answers and Explanations

KAPLA N
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Questions 141-143 refer to the following course description.

Course Description:

Photography l20: Basic Photography for Everyone

Come to class prepared to have fun while learning to use your 35mm SLR film camera.

(Digital photography will NOT be covered in this class. See Course 121: Bosic Diginl lmoging for
Everyone, or Course 122:Turning Your Computer into o Digitol Darkroom.)

The course covers f-stops, shutter speeds, exposure, metering film types, lenses, filters, flash

photography, simple lighting techniques, composition and ways of "seeing," and handheld and

tripod shooting techniques.

There will be a different assignment each week. You will shoot both print and slide film, and

work in color and black-and-white. You will be encouraged to share your photographs in class to
receive feedback from vour

141. (A) films
(B) cameras

(C) classmates

(D) photographs

To complete all the assignments, you will a minimum of six rolls of film. (The
approximate cost for film and processing is $85.)

142. (A) shot

(B) shoot

(C) shoots

(D) shooting

Bring your 35 mm SLR camera to the first class, as well as your enthusiasm for learning a new

skill. No experience necessary!

Required textbook: lntrodudion to Photogrophy, 2nd edition by Don Hasbrook (Note: A 35mm
camera is the only equipment required for this class. lf you do not own a 

-

143. (A) car

(B) camera

(C) scanner

(D) laptop

or have access to one, you may rent one from the school for an additional fee. Subject to

availability. Call the main office for details.)

¨
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Srnnrecv 2: Decror WHrrHeR rne Serureruce Trsrs
VocneurARv oR Gnnumnn

As stated earlier. the main difference between Part V and Part Vl of the TOEIC exam is that some
of the questions in Part Vl need information that is found in other sentences in the passage. This

means that, in addition to deciding whether a question tests vocabulary or grammar, you will need

to determine whether the question requires informotion from other ports of the possoge.

You may be tempted to read each Part Vl passage from beginning to end. However, because most
of the questions can be answered using only the information in the gapped sentences, you can

use your time more effectively by focusing on reading only what you need to read to answer the
questions.

You should look at the question sentences first, to determine whether you can answer them without
reading the rest of the passage. This will allow you to focus on reading only what you need to read

to answer the questions.

Look at the questions in the example passage again.

Question l4l
The answer choices are all nouns and are not part of the same word family. They do not share a

common root, prefix, or suffix. Each word is different from the others in terms of its form. This is a

vocabulary question.

While the answer choices are all words associated with the theme of the passage, this question

can be answered using only the information contained rn the gapped sentence. lt does not require

reading any of the sunounding contexts. ln this sense, it is really like a Part V vocabulary question.

Question 142

The answer choices are all forms of the word shoot. This is a grammar question. Again, this question

can be answered using only the information in the gapped sentence. None of the surrounding
context is required. lt is similar to a Part V grammar question.

Question 143

The answer choices are all nouns and are not part of the same word family. This is a vocabulary
question. However, each of the answer choices completes the sentence in a grammatical
and logical way. None of the answer choices can be eliminated based only on the question
sentence itself. This kind of question is unlike the questions found in Part V. You will need to
look at the surroundins context to determine which of the answer choices is consistent with the
passage text.

161
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Once you have determined whether a question tests vocabulary or grammar, you can follow the
same steps that you did for Part V:

Vocabulary questions-Look for words and phrases that provide clues to the answer. Often,

words or phrases in the sentence will help you eliminate distractors and will point you toward
the correct choice. In question l4l from the previous example, the phrase to receive feedbock
from makes choices (A) films, (B) comeros, and (D) photogrophs less attractive. Films, comeros,

and photogrophs cannot provide feedback.

Grammar questions-Focus on the words before and after the blank to determine which
part of speech is required. Most often, the words immediately before and after the blank
determine which part of speech the correct choice must be. Knowing this helps you to
eliminate distractors. ln question 142 from the previous example, the words you will

immediately before the blank must be followed by an infinitive, fo. This eliminates choices
(A) shof, (C) shoofs, and (D) shooting.

Questions that require information from other parts of the passage-First look at the
sentences that precede it. The information you need will most often be found near the gapped

sentence, usually one or two sentences before it. lf you do not find the information you

need there, look one or two sentences past the gapped sentence. lf you still cannot find the
information, try reading the passage from the beginning. Usually, you will not need to do this.

Srnnrecv 3: PnEorcr rHE ANSWER

Just as you did for Part V, read each question and try to fill the blank with your own word or phrase

before reading the answer choices. Because many of the questions do not actually require the
surrounding passage text, you will often be able to read the question sentence by itself and correctly
predict the word or phrase required to fill the blank. lf your predicted answer is among the answer
choices, this is likely to be the correct answer.

It is much better to have your own idea about the correct answer before looking at the answer

choices. lf you look at the answer choices first, you might be attracted to an incorrect choice.

Srnnrrcv 4: EvnlunrE THE CHorces

Find the answer choice that matches the answer you predicted. Before you mark your answer sheet,

reread the sentence to make sure the option you are choosing fills the blank the conectly.

lf no answer choice matches your expected answer, eliminate as many choices as you can by doing
the following:

For vocabulary questions, read the sentence for context clues that may point to the correct
answer or help to eliminate distractors.

For grammar questions, focus on the words and phrases around the blank to determine the
part of speech required and eliminate distractors that do not fit.

Look at the sentences around the gapped sentence to see if there is any additional

information you can use.

KAPLAN
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After eliminating as many distractors as possible, select the best choice from what is left.

lf you cannot eliminate any distractors, choose one letter-(A), (B), (C), or (D)-and use this for

every wild-guess answer. Using one letter consistently is better than guessing at random.

When you have decided on an answer choice, mark your answer sheet. Be sure to fill in the oval

completely, as shown in the test directions.

Srnnrucy 5: Mnrunce Youn True; Aruswrn Evrny Qursron
Time management is very important in the Reading Comprehension Section. In the Listening

Comprehension Section, the timing is controlled by the audio recording. In the Reading

Comprehension Section, you have 75 minutes to complete Parts V, Vl, and Vll. How quickly you

move through each part is up to you. Part Vll, the last part of the test, is usually the most difficult
and time-consuming, so you will want to leave enough time to finish it.

lf you use apply strategy 2 and determine whether you can answer a question using only the
information in the sentence, you should be able to avoid reading too much. This will save you time

Do not spend too much time working on any individual question. Each question is worth the same

amount, so you should treat them all equally. You must not allow yourself to fall behind by laboring

too long with any one question. Select your answer choice and mark it on your answer sheet as

quickly as you can so that you can keep up with the timing on the TOEIC exam.

lf you find yourself running out of time, mark your answer sheet with your wild-guess letter. Do not

leave any questions unanswered.

Srnnrecv SurvrunnY

l. Know the directions.

2. Look at the sentences for the individual questions first: Decide whether they test vocobulory
or grommor, and whether they require information found in other parts of the passage.

- Vocabulary questions-Look for words and phrases that provide clues to the answer.

- Grammar questions-Focus on the words before and after the blank to determine which
parl of speech is required.

- Questions that require information from other parts of the passage-Look for the
information in the sentences that comes immediately before the gapped sentence first:

. Predict the answer for each sentence in vour own words before readins the choices.

. Evaluate the answer choices and mark the answer.

. Manage your time and be sure to answer every question.

3. Predict the answer for each question in your own words before reading the choices.

4. Evaluate the answer choices and mark the answer.

5. Manage your time and be sure to answer every question.
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TEXT COMPLET10N PRACTICE SET

⑦■me Budg訛 16而 nutes b]quettons

Practice I

Questions l-3 refer to the following email message.

To : Mike Jasper (m_jasper@ reprographica.com)

From : Jane Willis <j_willis@colorperfect.com)

Date: January 10, 2OO9 O9:28:l7 n.nlt.

Subject: Our meeting

Attachments: meeting summary.doc

Dear Mike,

It was so nice to be able to meet you last week lt's been almost a year now that we have _ by

1. (A) writing

(B) mailed

(C) messaged

(D) corresponded

email, but meeting face to face always makes a difference. I hope that you found last Friday's

meeting as useful as we did. I think it was good for you to be able to see our production
processes firsthand. lf you need any further regarding our color calibration system,
or any other aspect of the process, please

2.(A) processes

(B) documentation

(C) aspects

(D) indication

don'thesitatetodropmealine.The-|,veinc|udedwiththismessa8esummarizes
the key points we agreed on during Friday's

3. (A) attachment

(B) enclosure

(C) meeting

(D) amendment

discussion. Please take a look and see if you think there need to be any additions or amendments.

I look fonruard to hearing from you soon with details of your proposal.

Kind regards,

Jane

KAPLAN
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Questions 4-6 refer to the following form.
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HOW TO COMPLFTE YOUR FORMS

All passengers are required to complete the customs declaration form before entering the United
States. You should find a copy of this form inside the seat pocket in front of you;
if there is no form,

4. (A) despite the fact

(B) additionally
(C) however

(D) even though

please ask a member of the cabin crew for one before arrival at your final destination.
Passengers who are not U.S. citizens or who are not permanent residents of the United States
arerequiredtofi|louteitherawhitel-9+form-a8reen|-94Wform'Passengers
traveling on a visa must complete the white form.

5. (A) either

(B) and

(C) or

(D) also

lf you do not require a visa, you must still have a valid machine+eadable passport and complete
the green l-94 form. Allforms must be

Pen.

in block capitals using a black or blue

6. (A) completed

(B) completing

(C) complete

(D) being completed

…
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Practice 5

Questions 7-9 refer to the following passage.

MADRID-THE PLACE TO BE

Madrid is fast becoming one of Europe's most important business centers. Many of the
continents most innovative companies and dynamic businesses are already located here. Many

more are joining

7. (A) it

(B) them

(C) those

(D) that

from cutting-edge lT start-ups to wellestablished corporate finance institutions. In its new role as

innovation hub of Europe, Madrid today boasts several world-class conference

Add to this

8. (A) calls

(B) tools

(C) facilities

(D) localities

excellent infrastructure and first-class hospitality and ifs easy to see why the city is now host to

some of the world's most important trade fairs. In addition to all of this, . Madrid

remains one of the

9. (A) simply

(B) needless

(C) ofcourse

(D) in spite of

world's great cultural cities, offering any and every form of culture and entertainment imaginable.

Just one more reason to reconsider Madrid.

KAPLAN
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Practice 4

Questions I O-12 refer to the following brochure.

BUS:NESS OPPORTUNIT:ES WORLDW:DE

LighれⅣo‖d was estab‖ shed in the U.K.in 1997 and has________grOwn into an international

franchising

10.(A)wh■ e

(B)fOr

(C)then

(D)since

neヽⅣork of over 50 stores in eight count‖ es.Lighttorld is a market leaderin providing lighting

solulons forthe home and ofFice        are practicat Stylishly designed′ and economical.

We are currenJy

ll.(A)that

(B)Who

(C)these

(D)whose

invilng expressions ofinterest from potenlal franchisees.LightVVo‖ d is inteFeSted to hearfЮm
you if you vvould‖ ke to open your own           orif you would‖ ke to run a LighiⅣ orld

nemOrk wlhln your own

12。 (A)opening

(B)light

(C)oudet

(D)setting

country or ter」 tory.Fbr more details abouttht offer or more about our company′ please emall

infO@‖ ghmo‖ d.cOm.eu.

…
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Practice 5

Questions 13-15 refer to the following brochure.

MORE AMERICAN HOUSEHOLDS BANKING ONLINE

The number of American households doing their banking online grew by 39.2 percent last year.

Experts predict that number to increase by a 

- 

225 percent this year, and

13. (A) more

(B) larger

(C) further

(D) superior

another 17.6 percent the year after. A total of 33.2 million American households are currently

banking online. Young aduls ages 24 to 35 with household incomes of $75,000 or higher are

most likely to do their banking online. Today, nearly

views

that group (48 percent)

14。 (A)half

(B)tWiCe

(C)dOuble

(D)two times

bills on‖ nerand 46 percent pays b‖ ls online.01der adults,those over 65′ at a‖ income levels,are

the leastlikely to bank online.

A representative for the American Association of Online Bankers says banks

their customers to bank online,

15. (A) to encourage

(B) encouragement

(C) are encouraging

(D) have been encouraged

"because online banking is much cheaper for banks to provide than traditional in-perso teller
services."

¨
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Practice 6

Questions l6-18 refer to the following memo.

MEMORANDUM

To: All TigerNet employees

From: john Sullivan, CEO

Date: April 4,2O1O

Subject: Our Future

The recent collapse of our biggest competitor has many of you wondering whether the same
thing could happen here. I would like to set the record straight.

Today, TigerNet is positioned for

16. (A) success

(B) pleasure

(C) collapse

(D) disappointment

We are the market leader with the highest quality, most functionally complete products and
proven technology, the strongest balance sheet and financial viability, the most experienced and

dedicated workforce, and the most tried, tested, and proven management team in the industry.

While the severe current conditions have weakened many of our competitors-dozens of Internet
service providers both small and large have _

17. (A) isolated

(B) decreased

(C) withdrawn

(D) consolidated

from the marketplace-we are increasing our market share. As the market continues to consolidate,

TigerNet will actually grow. We see enormous business opportunities ahead, and expect

18. (A) the company

(B) a balance sheet

(C) our competitors

(D) their market share

to thrive for at least the next several years.

Our future is bright.

-JS-

KAPLAN
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Practice 7

Questions l9-21 refer to the following brochure.

TROUBLESH00T:NG YOUR DSL MODEM

Most connection problems

19. (A) does solve

(B) are solving

(C) could solve

(D) can be solved

by trying one of the following.

.|9. 
Power cycle: Shut off both the modem and the computer and wait for 30 seconds. Turn the
modem back on first, and then turn on the computer. After the PPPoE light stops blinking and

stays on, you can reconnect to the Internet. NOTE: lf your modem does not have an on/off
switch,

20. (A) insert
(B) depart

(C) unplug

(D) enclose

the modem from the electrical wall outlet to turn it off.

20. Check for line interference: Make sure your modem is not on or 

-

21. (A) in
(B) off
(C) near

(D) throughout

other electrical devices that may interfere with the signal. This includes your computer
monitor, stereo speakers, cordless phone (or its base), or a halogen light.

2l . Call the Peacelink Telephone Support Center: You can talk to a technical support

representative. Hours of operation are Monday through Friday, 7:00 a.m to midnight, Eastern

time, and Saturday and Sunday 9:00 a.m to 10:00 pm Eastern. 8OO-555-HELP.

¨
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ANSWER KEY

Practice I

l.D
2.8
3.A

Practice 2

4.C
5.C
6.A

Practice 3

7.8
8.C
9.C

Practice 4

10. D

11. A

12. C

Practice 5

r3. c
14. A

15. C

Practice 6

16. A

17. C

18. A

Practice 7

19. D

20. c
21. c
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ANSWERS AND EXPTANATIONS

ln the parentheses next to each answer, we have identified them as being focused either on

vocabulary (t/) or grammar (C). For some answersr we have left this blanh so that you can fill them
in. The more you know about what is going on in the answer choices, the more skillful and efficient

you will become at eliminating incorrect choices and selecting the correct ones.

Sample responses for these ldentify the Question Type answer explanations are included in the
Answers and Explanations section.

Practice I

1.D

2. B

3.A

Practice 5

13.C(η

14.A(り

15。 C(G)

Practice 6

16.A(η

17.C(η

18.A(η

Pradice 7

19.D(G)

20。 C(η

21.C(η

Practice 2

4.C(G)

5。 C(G)

6。 A(G)

Practice 3

7.B(G)

8.C(η

9.C(η

Practice 4

10.D(C)

11.A(Gl

12,C(η

|《APLAN
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ANSWERS FOR ttHE

l.D(η

2.B(η

3.A(D

loerurrry rnE Quesroru Type Qursrrorus
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Test-Takin g Strategies

Reading Comprehension Practice Set

Answer Key

Answers and Explanations

Chapter 9: Exam Part Vll-Reading
Comprehension

○■me Budgd forPan Ⅶ:Approximatew 50面 nutes

In Part Vll of the TOEIC exam, you will read a series of short passages in your test book Each
passage is followed by two to five questions. Each question has four answer choices. You must
select the answer choice that best answers the question and mark it on your answer sheet.

Part Vll begins with question 153 and ends with question 200. There are a total of 48 questions in
Part Vll. There are nrvo kinds of reading passages in Part Vll:

I . Single Passage-ln this type of question set, there is one reading passage, followed by two to
five questions. There are usually nine single.question passages. These are questions 153-.|84.
Single passages make up more than half of Part Vll (28 of 48 questions).

2. Double Passages-This type of question set has two related reading passages that are

always followed by five questions. There are four sets of double passages. These are the last
passages in Part Vll (questions I 85-200).

The passages are typically short nerars artides, advertisemenQ public notices, memos, email messages,

letters, faxes and other business conespondencg instructions, and other kinds of everyday texb. They
also include graphs, charb, tables, scheduleq and other infonnation of this kind.

The questions usually ask about details provided in the passage; inferences that can be made
based on the information presented; and about the meaning of words as they are used in the
passage. The questions generally ask about information in the order that it is presented in the

…
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passage. For the double passages, there is usually at least one question requiring you to use

information found in both passages.

TEST.TAKING STRATEGIES

SrnnrrcY I: Kruow rHE DrREcroNS

It is important to understand what you are being asked to do and to be sure that you know the
directions before taking the test. The directions will look something like this:

Directions: ln this part, you will read a selection of te4 such as magazine or newspaper articles,

letters, or advertisements. Each text is followed by several questions. Select the best answer for
each question and mark the letter on your answer sheet.

Here is an example of a Part Vll single passage set:

Questions 153-l55 refer to the following article,

LOW CROP PRICES HURT FARMERS

Unusually low prices for crops are causing hardships for farmers in Canada. Together with a

strong Canadian dollar and rising costs, this has led to large-scale losses on many Canadian

farms. The Canadian government forecasts net farm income (NFl) this year at $870 million, a

significant decline from last yea/s $1.8 billion NFl.

NFI for the province of Saskatchewan is again likely to be negative this year at an estimated

minus $207 million, compared with minus $77 million last year.

Manitoba, which is still recovering from floods earlier in the year, is also expected to fall behind

expenses and is forecast to have an NFI deficit of $195 million.

Alberta, with its large-scale cattle industry, is generating more income than provinces where

farming is based on grains. This yea/s NFI is forecast at $258 million.

Even at the current low prices, farmers in Saskatchewan and Manitoba are having a hard time
selling their grains, due to this yea/s below-average-quality harvest.

Elsewhere, good returns on dairy, eggs, fruit, and poultry have boosted farm incomes.

153.What is expected for net farm income in Canada?

(A) It will be much lower than the year before.

(B) It will be about the same as the year before.

(C) It will be higher than the original government forecasts.

(D) It will be significantly lower than the original government forecasts.

KAPLAN
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154. According to the article, which Canadian farm product is selling poorly?

(A) Nuts
(B) Fruit
(C) Dairf
(D) Grains

l55.Which of the following is NOTmentioned as aproblem that Canadian farmers are facing?

(A) Floods

(B) Rising costs

(C) Low cattle prices

(D) Poor-quality crops

Here is an example of a Part Vll double passage set:

Questions l8l -l 85 refer to the following advertisement and registration form.

Revolutionize your investment strategies in as little as one hour!

Thursday, February l2 at 7:OO p.n.

Grlton Hotel, St. Morton, lA

We would like to invite you to join renowned investment expert Sandra Cellert for an exclusive
free investment seminar.

Sandra is chief investment officer and portfolio manager of ALC Investments. She recognizes
the strong economic environment in Louisiana right now and would like to help YOU with your
investment strategy.

Threetime recipient of the coveted national Fund Manager of the Year award, Sandra brings vision
as well as everyday good sense to strategic financial planning. She holds a bachelor of commerce
degree, a master of business administration degree, a doctorate in finance, and is a chartered financial
analyst This education combined with a weahh of successful experience in managing financial
portfolios means this seminar is an excfing opportunlty for disciplined investment planning.

Topics to be covered:

Wealth Creation

Global lnvestment

Financial Services

Oiland Cas

Pensions and Retirement Funds

Foreign Exchange Markets

Specifi c Company Suggestions

KAPLAN
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Seating at this event is limited. Please register for this exclusive free session online, or fill out the

registration form on the back of this flyer and fax it to the number given below.

Register Onli ne : vvvvw.o lci nvestm e n8..co m/sem i no r/registrotio n. htm I

Register by Fax: (456) 223-1232

This seminar with Sandra Cellert, one of the nation's most sought-after speakers on investments,

is sponsored by Synergy Financial, St. Morton City Ban( and Integrated Wealth Services Inc.

(Registration form on back)

RECISTATION FORM

An Evening with Sandra Gellert

Thursday, February I2 at 7:00 p.na.

Carlton Hotel in St. Morton, l-A

Limited Spaces-Register Now!

Name: Paolo Crazzi

Consolidated Investments

Position in Organization: Senior Financial Advisor

Addressi 1 25 67th Street St.Morton,LA

Tel (work): 4s6-852-l 386 Tel (evening) : 456-852-7 221

No. of participants (max 3 per regisiration

Name of additional participant: Michelle Dubois

Name of additional participant: N/A

18l.What is learned about Sandra Gellert?

(A) She has taught at several universities.

(B) She has won an award for her latest book.

(C) She has several business-related degrees.

(D) She has over 20 yearc' experience in the financial field.

KAPLAN
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182. Which of the following will NOTbe discussed by Sandra Gellert?

(A) Real estate

(B) Currenrytrading
(C) Retirement planning

(D) Investing internationally

183.Who is said to be one of the seminar's sponsors?

(A) Michelle Dubois

(B) Consolidated Investments

(C) The Morton Chamber of Commerce

(D) Integrated Wealth Services Inc.

184. What is learned about Paolo Grazzi?

(A) He has charged the registration to a credit card.

(B) He is especiallyinterested in technology stocks.

(C) He will attend the presentation with one other person.

(D) He is the chief investment officer for Consolidated Investments.

185. What will Paolo Grazzi probably do?

(A) Fax his registration card.

(B) Meet Sandra Gellert for lunch.
(C) Go directly to the Carlton Hotel from the airport.

(D) Discuss his investment strategy with Michelle Dubois.

Srnnrecv 2: Kltow rHE QuEsroN TypEs

The questions usually ask for information in the order that it is presented in the passage. For

example, for a three-question passage, the first question will usually ask about information found
near the beginning the second question will ask about something found in the middle, and the
third question will ask about something mentioned near the end.

There are four basic categories of questions for Part Vll:

I . Gist-Gist questions will ask what the main topic is, why the passage has been written, or
what the passage's purpose is. Gist questions ask about the overall situation, rather than
about specific details.

…
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There is usually one Gist question per passage. Following are examples of Gist questions:

. lMot is the orticle moinly obout?

. Why hos the bonkwritten this letter?

. Whot is the moin purpose of this emoiP

. lMot is leorned oboutthe compony?

2. Detail-Detail questions ask about information mentioned in the passage. They can ask about
general information or very specific details. Examples of what Detail questions might ask

about include what products or services a company provides; how much a product or service

costs; when or where an action or event will take place; what role, function, or responsibility
people will have; how a problem or situation is being handled;the order or manner in which
things are to be done.

Examples of Detail questions include:

. Whot seruice does Miller Consulting provide?

. How much ore the )01OOs?

. Where willthe meeting be held?

. When is the report due?

. Whot will Rob Dollison be responsible for doing?

. How should the filter be cored for?

Some Detail questions are asked using NOL FoT example:

. Whot is NOT o seruice provided by Miller Consulting?

. lMot is NOT included on the meeting ogenda?

. Which of the following is NOT on sole?

. Why will the goods NOT be shipped thot doy?

For these questions, you must read the choices carefully. For the first example (Whot is NOT

o seruice provided by Miller Consulting), three of the four options will be services that ore
provided. You need to pick the one that is NOf provided. Be careful!

Detail questions are the most common Part Vll questions. There is often more than one per

PassaSe.

3. lmplication/lnference questions-lmplication/lnference questions ask about things that
are not stated directly in the passage. They often require you to make connections between

information that has been presented in different parts of the passage. They may ask about

KAPLAN
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expectations, possibilities, or probable future actions; they can refer to people's emotions or
feelings.

The following are examples of lmplication/lnference questions:

. Why were onolysts surprised by the eornings onnouncement?

. Whot does Mr. Dovis imply obout the price of his products?

. Why does Mrs. Lopez mention April tenth in her emoiP

. Whot con be inferred obout Tezlo Corp.'s onnuol budget?

There is usually one lmplication/lnference question per passage.

At times, lmplication/lnference questions and Cist questions may seem to be similar. For

example, a Cist question that asks about the purpose of an email message might require
drawing an inference;the message might provide enough information to make the purpose
obvious, but that information might not be stated directly in the email.

Although some Cist questions require you to understand an implication or make an
inference, their focus is on the larger picture or the overall situation. lmplication/lnference
questions tend to deal with implied details about the situation or context itself.

4. Vocabulary-Vocabulary questions ask you to identify the meaning of a word as it is used in
the passage. They will refer to a specific line in a paragraph and will always have the same
format. For examore:

The word coveted in paragraph 2, line 4, is closest in meaning to

(A) devoted.

(B) desirable.

(C) fashionable.

(D) advantageous.

Vocabulary questions are not very common. There are usually no more than three on the
entire test. They are usually found in the four-question and five-question passages and are
usually the last questions in the set.

Srnnrecy 5: Krrrow rHE DtsrRACroRS

All Part Vll distractors must answer the question plausibly, that is, they must be possible answers to
the question. When you read a Part Vll question and the answer choices by themselves-without
referring to the reading passage-each choice will answer the question in a logical and realistic

181
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way, and no choice can be eliminated using logic or common sense. Each answer choice will be a

plausible answer to the question. There are no "impossible" answer choices.

Note that none of the Part Vll questions is linked in any way-that is, the information contained in

a set of question and answer choices will not help you to answer any other questions. Here is an

example:

What is enclosed with the letter?

(A) A coupon

(B) A payment

(C) An invoice

(D) A brochure

Without reading the passage, none of the answer choices can be eliminated. Each option is a

plausible answer to the question. There are no "impossible" answer choices.

The following are the basic types of distractors for Part Vll questions:

l. Not mentioned-This type of distractor refers to things or ideas commonly associated

with the passage content but that are not actually mentioned in the passage. The distractor

answers the question plausibly, but it does not relate to the actual passage content.

2. Repeated words-This type of distractor uses a key word or phrase from the passage, but it is

not true. The distractor answers the question plausibly but is incorrect.

5. Incorrect paraphrase/misstatement-This type of distractor uses specific language, facts,

or ideas that are mentioned or implied in the passage, but it rephrases, paraphrases, and

twists them so that they are not true. The distractor often contradicts or misstates the facts.

Sometimes important information is omitted or new information is added. Most of the
content of the distractor comes direaly from the passage. The distractor answers the question

plausibly, but it is incorrect.

lncorrect choices for Vocabulary questions can all be considered "incorrect paraphrase/

misstatement" distractors because they incorrectly paraphrase the vocabulary word being

tested.

 . Hybrid -This is not actually a basic distractor gpe; it is a combination of two or more of the

three basic types previously outlined.

A set of answer choices may use more than one type of distractor at a time. Each distractor type is

discussed separately here.

Look at the Part Vll single passage example again.

KAPLAN



Questions 153-'l55 refer to the following article.

LOW CROP PRICES HURT FARMERS

Unusually low prices for crops are causing hardships for farmers in Canada. Together with a

strong Canadian dollar and rising costs, this has led to large-scale losses on many Canadian

farms. The Canadian government forecasts net farm income (NFl) this year at $870 million, a

significant decline from last yea/s $ 1.8 billion NFl.

NFI for the province of Saskatchewan is again likely to be negative this year at an estimated
minus $207 million, compared with minus $77 million last year. Manitoba, which is still

recovering from floods earlier in the year, is also expected to fall behind expenses and is forecast

to have an NFI deficit of $ I 95 million.

Alberta, with its large-scale cattle industry, is generating more income than provinces where
farming is based on grains. This yea/s NFI is forecast at $258 million.

Even at the current low prices, farmers in Saskatchewan and Manitoba are having a hard time
selling their grains, due to this yea/s below-average-quality harvest.

Elsewhere, good returns on dairy, eggs, fruit, and poultry have boosted farm incomes.

師
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153. What is expected for net farm income in Canada?

(A) It will be much lower than the year before.

(B) It will be about the same as the year before.

(C) It will be higher than the original government forecasts.

(D) It will be significantly lower than the original government forecasts.

This is a Detail question. The correct answer is choice (A). Choice (B) misstates the information
presented in the first paragraph. This is an example of an incorrect paraphrase/misstatement

distractor. Choice (C) contradias the information in the first paragraph. This is an example of an

incorrect paraphrase/misstatement distractor. Choice (D) repeats the words significontly anc
government forecosts from the first paragraph, but it twists the facts. lt also refers to an "original"

forecast that was not mentioned. This is an example of a hvbrid distractor.

154. According to the article, which Canadian farm product is selling poorly?

(A) Nuts

(B) Fruit

(C) Dairy

(D) Grains

This is a Detail question. The conect answer is choice (D). Choice (A) is not mentioned in the
passage. This is an example of a not mentioned distractor. Choices (B) and (C) are both words
mentioned in the passage, but they are incorrect. These are examples of repeated words distractors.

183
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155.Which of the following is NOTmentioned as a problem Canadian farmers are facing?

(A) Floods

(B) Rising costs

(C) Low cattle prices

(D) Poor-quality crops

This is a detail question using the NOT format. The conect answer is choice (C). Choices (A), (B),

and (D) are all mentioned as being problems for Canadian farmers. Notice that for each of the
questions, all the distractors are plausible answers and that none of the questions or answer choices
are of any help in answering other questions.

Srnnrecv 4: Kruow How ro READ Pnssnces

Because you have a limited amount of time to read the passages and answer the questions, you
must be an efficient reader. Reading every word of every passage is not reading efficiently. Efficient

reading requires skimming and sconning, described here.

Skim the Passage

Skimming a passage means reading it quickly to understand the main points. When you skim a

passage, you are interested in identifying the main idea or main topic. Your goal is to answer the
question "What is this passage mainly about?"

For the previous example passage, the answer to the question 'What is the passage mainly about?"
would be something like this: income from farming in Canada.

For the double passage example previously given, the answer to the question would be something
like this: an upcoming investment seminar and the details of someone's registration for the seminar.

To skim a passage, begin at the top of the passage and read only the first few words of each sentence.

This should be enough to give you a sense of what the passage is about. Look for and make note of
words or phrases that are repeated throughout the passage-these are probably important.

You do not need to read every word of the passage to find the main idea. You are not interested in
details-yet.

Read the Questions

The passages contain more information than you need to answer the questions; there are things
mentioned in the passage that are not tested. Your goal is notto read the entire passage. Your
goal is only to answer the questions. The most efficient way to do this is to know what it is you are

looking for before you read the passage in depth.

KAPLAN
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Read the questions-but not the answer choices-so that you know what information you will need
to find when you read the passage.

Answer Each Question

Read each question and predict the answer in your own words before reading the answer choices.
lf you understand the passage, you should be able to answer the questions in your own words. For

each question, your predicted answer-or one very closely matching your predicted answer-should
be among the answer choices.

Remember, there are no trick questions on the TOEIC exam. All the information needed to answer
the questions is presented in the passage.

lf you read the answer choices first-without answering the question in your own words-you are
allowing the TOEIC exam writers to put ideas into your head. You will be tempted to make the
answer one of the distractors. lt is much better to have your own idea about the correct answer first,
before looking at the answer choices.

Scan the Passage

Once you know what information you need to find, you should scan the passage to find it. Sconning
is the process of looking for the key words and phrases you need to answer the questions. Because
you have read the questions and know what information to look for, you do not need to read every
word in the passage. You only need to find the key words from the questions.

To scan a passage, start at the top and let your eyes go back and forth across the page; look for key
words and phrases as you make your way to the bottom of the passage. You are looking only for
the answers to the questions.

Srnnrecy 5: EvnlunrE THE Answrn Cnorces; Mnnr rHE ANSWER

After you have scanned the passage to find the information you need, you will need to evaluate
the answer choices. Find the answer choice that is the closest match to the answer vou have been
expecting and mark your answer sheet.

Srnnrecy 6: EunarrvATE ANSWER CHotcES

lf none of the choices match your expected answer very well, you must eliminate as many choices
as you can. Remember, because one question and answer choice set will not help you answer
another, do not look at answer choices from one question for clues to answer another question.

185
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lf you must guess, eliminate any choices that do not use words and phrases from the passage-the

not mentioned distracter type. The not mentioned distractors are often the easiest to eliminate.

lf only one of the answer choices use words and phrases that you recognize from the passage, this

is likely to be the correct one.

Srnnrrcv 7: Tncrlr SHoRrrn PnssRces AND VocABUtARy

Qursrotrts Frnsr

This strategy is not for everyone. lf you are the kind of person who is nervous about "breaking the

rules," go ahead and answer the questions in the order in which they occur in your test book. There

are some risks in tackling the shorter passages first. These will be explained later in this section.

In the Listening Comprehension Section, the order of the questions is controlled by the audio. In

the Reading Comprehension Section, you are free to answer the questions in any order you choose.

There is no rule that says you have to go through the passages in the order in which they are

printed in your test book. Test writers would prefer that you answer the questions in the order they

appear, but this does not mean you cannot answer them in another order.

The reading passages have between two and five questions each. Cenerally, passages with fewer
questions are shorter and easier than passages with more questions. Therefore, you might consider

tackling the short passages first. The basic rdea is to answer all the two-question passages first, then

the three-question passages, then the four-question passages, and so on.

The advantage to this approach is that you will probably answer more questions in a shorter

amount of time, and more questions answered means a potentially higher score. lf you answer

the questions in the order they are presented, you may be slowed down by harder questions and

run out of time, leaving easier questions you might have been able to answer unanswered. lf you

answer all the easy questions first, you are that much closer to being finished, and you can use your

remaining time to work on the more difficult passages.

Some of the reading passages will have a question that asks about how a particular word is used in

the passage. These are generally easy questions, and you should try to answer them first. lf you are

running out of time, look for these questions, scan the passage to find the word, and try to answer

the question. Often, if you know the word being tested, you can eliminate one or two answer

choices without even reading the passage.

The major disadvantage of answering the questions out of order is that you risk making careless

mistakes on your answer sheet-marking the wrong oval or even missing an entire passage. lf you

make such a mistake, you could wind up with a lower score. lf you decide to answer the questions

out of order, make absolutely sure you are marking your answer sheet correctly. Double-check to be

sure you have not accidentally filled in the wrong oval on your answer sheet. When the end of the
test is near, check your answer sheet again to make sure you have not skipped any questions. lf you

are careful not to make mistakes, this strategy can be very effective.

KAPLAN
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Srnnrecy 8: Mnrunce Youn Trnnr

Everyone makes mistakes, especially when under pressure. lf you finish the TOEIC exam before
time is called, you should check your answer sheet to make sure you have not missed any
questions or marked your answer sheet incorrectly in any way. Check your work for Parts V and Vl,

as well. lf you find yourself running out of time, mark your answer sheet with your wild-guess letter.

Do not leave any questions unanswered.

Srnnrrcv Suruunny

l. Know the directions.

2. Understand the question types and how the questions are ordered.

3. Understand the basic types of distractors.

4. Know howto read passages.

5. Evaluate the answer choices and mark the answer if vou know it.

6. Eliminate answer choices that are wrong and select the best match from what is left.

7. Consider tackling the shorter passages and vocabulary questions first.

B. Manage your time and be sure to answer every question.

READINC COMPREHENS10N PRACTICE SET

C)丁ime budget:20 minutes for 26 ques」 ons

Questions I -2 refer to the following weather forecast.

This Week's Weather Forecast

r¬

L 」

The weather forecast for Asia and Australia predicts warm temperatures for the next few days in

Beijing; thundershowers on Wednesday could lead to cooler weather Thursday.

Episodes of rain in Shanghaithis week some possibly heavy.

Typically warm and muggy this week in Hong Kong and Singapore.

Windy and cool with showers in Melbourne Wednesday and Thursday, while Brisbane has

sunshine every day this week.

KAPLAN
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1.Whatis expected for Beり lng on Wednesdaメ

(A)Rain

(B)Wind

(C)Unusual warmth

(D)Clear Skies

2. Vヽrhere is sunnyweather predicted?

(A)Brisbane

(B)Iakarta

(C)Shanghai

(D)Taipei

3. Why will the Proplan representatives visit?

(A) To discuss health insurance

(B) To provide medical examinations

(C) To distribute health care policies

(D) To sign up participants

Questions 3-4 refer to the following email message.

From: Carlota Fernandez (c_fernandez@lgsystems.com)

To: Staff Mailing List *taff@lgsystems.com)

Date: May l5th 2010 10:38:42 n.u.

Subject: Visit by Proplan, Inc.

Dear All,

This is to remind you that two representatives from Proplan, Inc. will be here on Friday, May 20,
from 9 n.na. to 5 p.rr,t. in the employee lounge. The Proplan representatives will be available to
answer all questions regarding your health insurance policy, and to discuss how changes may
affect you and your families. Please sign up for the IS-minute time slots. The sign-up sheet is in

the lounge. I hope this is beneficial to you all.

Regards,

Carlota

¨
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4. What should interested employees do?

(A) Talk to the benefits department.

(B) Read the attached information.
(C) Write down questions.

(D) Sign up for appointments.

Questions 5-7 refer to the following letter.

Melissa Ketchem

l4'10 South Walnut Street

Bloomingon,lN 474O4

28 June 201 0

Mr. Donald Baker

Personnel Director

The Asian Plaza Hotel

Tokyo, Japan

Dear Mr. Baker,

I am responding to your recent advertisement for a manager of programs and conventions on
the hoteljobs.com website. Enclosed is my r6sum6, which outlines the considerable experience I

have in the hotel management field.

My current position as assistant manager at the International Castle Hotel deals almost exclusively
with booking and coordinating conventions. This, combined with a certificate from the Hotel
School in Lausanne, Switzerland, makes me confident that I would be an asset to your staff.

I very much appreciate being considered for this poshion, and I would welcome the opportunity
to meet with you at your earliest convenience.

Sincerely yours,

Melissa Ketchem

P.S. lf you would like to speak with my current supervisor at the International Castle, please feel
free to contact her without reservation.

5. What is Ms. Ketchem sending with this letter?

(A) A r6sumd

(B) A writing sample

(C) A job description

(D) A reference letter

189
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6. How did Ms. Ketchem learn about the position?

(A) From a friend
(B) From a website

(C) From a newspaper advertisement

(D) From Mr. Baker

7. Which task is part of Ms. Ketchem's current job?

(A) Handling conventions

(B) Supervising staff

(C) Coordinating food service

(D) Registering guests

Questions 8-10 refer to the following letter.

Saysee Insurance Company

200 Wibhire Road

London, SWI

May 10,2010

Mr. Franz Thurman

Polderstraaat 
.|75

Brussels 1050, Belgium

Dear Mr. Thurman,

With this letter, we acknowledge receipt of your application materials for the position of claims

manager at Saysee Insurance Company. Thank you for your interest. Due to the overwhelming

response to our advertisement we will conduct initial interviews over the telephone. Should a

follow-up interview then be appropriate, we will ask that you come in to meet with us in person.

To better schedule the initial interview at a mutually convenient time, we are enclosing an

Interview Schedule Card. Please complete this card and return it to us as soon as possible. Our

schedule permits us to interview only those whose cards we receive prior to June 3rd.

Thank you once again for your interest. You appear to be a strong candidate, and we look
forward to hearing from you soon.

Sincerely,

Marie Reilly

Personnel Manager

|《 APLAN
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Who is Franz Thurman?

(A) An employee

(B) An interviewer

(C) An applicant

(D) A customer

What is the purpose of this letter?

(A) To schedule an appointment
(B) To make a job offer

(C) To reject a candidate

(D) To request information

10. What can be inferred about Saysee's advertisement?

(A) Many people replied to it.
(B) It was posted online.

(C) Few people read it.

(D) It ran for two weeks.

Part tth蟹
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11. What is the main idea ofthe article?

(A) A large trading blockwill be created.

(B) Cargo shipments are getting bigger.

(C) A transportation coalition will be formed.

(D) Air freight could become cheaper.

Questions 1 I -l 5 refer to the following article.

(7の

HONC KONG-Four of the world's largest container shipping lines announced plans
yesterday to form an alliance on routes linking Asia with Europe and North America.

Negotiations between the companies are set to begin next month and, if successful, will
gradually create an alliance over the next two years.

The four shipping lines, all among the top ten in the wodd, would share space on each
othe/s vessels, so that maximum use can be made of nery faster ships now being built.
This involves customers of one line having their containers put on a ship operated by
another line in the alliance. The lines will not take equity stakes in each other.

A spokesperson for one of the companies said the four hoped to agree on the specifics of
the plan within the next six to eight months.

0
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12. Who will participate in the alliance?

(A) Four large shipping companies

(B) Governments in Asia, Europe, and North America

(C) A group of manufacturing companies

(D) Several customer protection groups

Howwill members benefit from the alliance?

(A) By sharing space on ships

(B) Through reduced competition

(C) By sharing port facilities

(D) Through access to larger ships

The word specifics as used in line 9 is closest in meaning to

(A) members.

(B) costs.

(C) details.

(D) containers.

15. When will the alliance be created?

(A) Immediately

(B) At the end ofthe month
(C) Within six to eight months

(D) Over a two-year period

Questions l6-20 refer to the following report.

The Chilean Commerce Service

Established to help Chilean firms compete more effectively in the global marketplace, the

Chilean Commerce SeMce has a network of trade specialiss located throughout Chile and 67
countries. Commerce Service offices provide information on foreign markets, agent/di*ributor
location services, trade leads, financing aid, and counseling on business opportunities, baniers,

(s) and prospects abroad.

There are 15 offices throughout Chile, each headed by a director supported by trade
specialisS and other staff. Most offices maintain business libraries containing the latest reporb

from the Department of Commerce. Trade specialists can provide the business community

with local export counseling and a variety of export programs and services, including one
(ro) utilizing a computerized program to help firms determine their readiness to export. Specific

recommendations are proposed to help strengthen and enhance a company's e,rporting ability.

13.

14.
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Commercial Officers in the overseas posts gather information about trends and baniers to
trade in their areas and seek out trade and investment opportunities to benefit Chile. They

also provide a range of services to potential exporters traveling abroad, such as assisting
(rs) with appointments with key buyers and government officials.

16. Whywas the Commerce Service created?

(A) To help Chilean companies import products

(B) To aid Chilean companies working abroad

(C) To educate international specialists

(D) To counsel firms seeking to sell in Chile

What is likely to be found at a Commerce Service office?

(A) A currency exchange facility
(B) Conference rooms

(C) Classrooms

(D) Abusiness library

What does the Commerce Service use to evaluate a firm's readiness to export?

(A) A computer program

(B) A questionnaire

(C) An export analysis

(D) A written survey

Whatwould a Commercial Service office probablyNOTdo?

(A) Introduce businesspeople to government contacts.

(B) Look for investment opportunities.

(C) Help a Chilean firm write a business plan.

(D) Research local market trends.

The word determine in line 10 is closest in meaning to

(A) evaluate.

(B) improve.

(C) allow.

(D) start.

17.

18.

19.

20.
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21. What is the invoice for?

(A) Banking transactions

(B) Clothing purchases

(C) Accounting services

(D) Medical services

Questions 21-25 refer to the following invoice and email message.

Sunshine Medical Services

lNVOICE No.322

Date:

Patient:

Address:

August 5th′ 2010

Barbara Yamada

26 Whimorth strett Manchester M24 0PJ

Details: X-Ray Services

Amount: E250

Paid: €100

Payment: Cash

Balance to pay: €150

To: Mark Allen (m allen@sunshinemedical.com)

From: David Simpson (d simpson@sunshinemedical.com)

(5.) Date: September 30, 2Ol0 - 09:25:18 n.na.

Subject: Barbara Yamada's invoice

Attachments: invoice322.doc

Marh

Attached is a copy of Mrs. Yamada's invoice. This is still outstanding so could you contact
(t o) her please and ask her to settle the account? There's no telephone number on the invoice,

but her contact detaib at home and work are on record. lt might be best to call her on her

cell phone if we have it, because she is usually out of her office most of the day. lf you

could you do this some time today, that would be great.

Many thank,

David

…



22. Howwasthe nrst payment made?

(A)By cheCk

(B)With a credit card

(C)In Cash

(D)Bybank tranSfer

How lnuch is owed on the account?

(A)£50

(B)£100

(C)£150

(D)£200

The word ο
“
お古″

"′
′ηgin line 8 ofthe emailis Closestin meaning to

(A)amazing.

(B)nOticeable.

(C)eXCeptional.

(D)overdue.

25. What does David imply about Mrs. Yamada?

(A) Her home number is not on record.

(B) Her cell phone number is not on record.

(C) She may not be in her office.

(D) She has moved to Manchester.

Questions 26-30 refer to the following note and advertisement.

Haniet

I came across this ad in an industry journal last week and immediately thought that it's just

what we need. l've been looking through brochures for something similar, but haven't found
anything that so closely matches what we need. All the others I've found are good for protecting
paper files, but they wouldn't provide protection for our work. This one does, though. The only
downside is that it's a bit pricier than other ones l've looked at. Still, I think it's worth the extra few
dollars. Take a look and see what vou think

Bob

肺・ 鋪覧』罵鼈 :黒『認謁mll"5
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SURESAFE Media Protector

Do not let a fire destroy your business. Protect your priceless media and paper records

in one compact unit with SURESAFE. Only 65 centimeters high, this safe fits conveniently

under a desk or table. lt features a three-number, changeable combination lock with a

(5) concealed dial for security.

SURESAFE provides complete fire protection for electronic media. lt also offers the
extra heat/humidity protection that film records require. Paper records can withstand
temperatures up to l75o C and high humidity, but a temperature of 55o C or a

(/0.) combination of 5Oo C and humidity greater than 85 percent will likely destroy film media.

The heat/humidity protection of SURESAFE exceeds industry specifications.

26. How did Bob learn about the SURESAFE Media Protector?

(A) From an advertisement in a journal

(B) From Harriet
(C) From a SURESAFE brochure

(D) From a website review

What does Bob imply about the SURESAFE Media Protector?

(A) It is more expensive than similar items.

(B) It will not fit their needs.

(C) It is no longer available.

(D) It will take several weeks to be delivered.

What is NOTmentioned as being a feature of the SURESAFE Media Protector?

(A) Small size

(B) A changeable lock
(C) A hidden dial

(D) All-steel construction

The word withstand in line 7 of the advertisement is closest in meaning to

(A) burn.
(B) survive.

(C) increase.

(D) change.

27.

28.

29.
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30. What is claimed about the SURESAFE Media Protector?

(A) It is guaranteed never to fail.

(B) It is the strongest unit available at any price.

(C) It cannot be opened by thieves or other criminals.

(D) It protects against conditions of high heat and humidity.

KAPLAN
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ANSWER KEY

1.4
2.4
3.4
4.D
5.4
6.B
7.4
8.C
9.4

10. A

lr. c
12. A

13. A

T4. C

15. D

16. B

t7. D

18. A

19. C

20. A

2t. D

22. C

23. C

24. D

2s. c
26. A

27. A

28. D

29. B

30. D

ANSWERS AND EXPLANATIONS
These are the explanations to the Reading Comprehension questions. Next to the answer choices for
each question, we have explained in greater detail exactly why the wrong answer choices are incorrect.

For some questions, we have left the wrong-answer explanations blank so that you can fill them
in. In the blanks next to the question, write the question type. In the blanks next to the answers,

write a brief explanation of why the answer is incorrect. The more you can analyze and explain the
errors in the wrong answer choices, the more skillful and efficient you will become at identi{ying
understanding and eliminating incorrect choices, and selecting the correct ones.

Sample responses for these ldentify the Error questions are included at the end of the Answers and
Explanations section.

l. What is expected for Beijing on Wednesday? (DetarllWhat)

(A) Rain CORRECT

(B) Wind (Wind is predicted for Melbourne.)

(C) Unusual warmth (This is not mentioned.)

(D) Clear skies (This is not mentioned.)
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Where is sunny weather predictedz. (DetarllWhere)

(A) Brisbane CORRECT

(B) Jakarta (This is not mentioned.)

(C) Shanghai (This repeats the word Shanghai.)

(D) Taipei (This is not mentioned.)

Whywill the Proplan representatives visit? (GistlWhy)

(A) To discuss health insurance CORRECT

(B) To provide medical examinations (This plays on the health topic.)

(C) To distribute health care policies (This repeats the words health care policy.)

(D) To sign up participants (This maybe a possible reason, but it is not mentioned.)

What should interested employees do? (DetatllWhat)

(A) Talk to the benefits department, (No, the memo is from the benefits department.)

(B) Read the attached information. (This is not mentioned.)

(C) Write down questions. (This plays on the words answer questions.)

(D) Sign up for appointments. CORRECT

What is Ms. Ketchem sending with this letter? (DetarllWhat)

(A) A rdsum€ CORRECT

(B) A writing sample (This is not mentioned.)

(C) A job description (This is not mentioned.)

(D) A reference letter (This is not mentioned.)

How did Ms. Ketchem learn about the position? (DetatllHow)

(A) From a friend (This is not mentioned.)

(B) From awebsite CORRECT

(C) From a newspaper advertisement (No, she saw the position advertised online.)

(D) From Mr. Baker (This repeats the words Mr. Baker.)

Which task is part of Ms. Ketchem's current job? (DetullWhat)

(A) Handling conventions CORRECT

(B) Supervising staff (This is not mentioned; it simply repeats theword, staff)

(C) Coordinating food service (This is not mentioned.)

(D) Registering guests (This is not mentioned.)

7.
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9.

Who is Franz Thurman? (Detail lWho)

(A) An employee (No, he would like to be an employee.)

(B) An interviewer (He will be the interviewee.)

(C) An applicant CORRECT

(D) A customer (This is not mentioned.)

What is the purpose of this letter? (GistlWhat)

(A) To schedule an appointment CORRECT

(B) To make a job offer (A job offer would come after the interview.)

(C) To reject a candidate (The company wants to interview the candidate by telephone.)

(D) To request information (No information is being requested.)

What can be inferred about Saysee's advertisement? (Detatl/What)

(A) Many people replied to it. CORRECT

(B) It was posted online. (This is not mentioned. Also, we do not know where it was posted.)

(C) Few people read it. (No, the response was overwhelming, meaning many people applied.)

(D) It ran for two weeks. (This is not mentioned.)

What is the main idea of the article? (GistlWhat)

(A) A large trading block will be created. (A trading block is not being created.)

(B) Cargo shipments are getting bigger. (Possibly, but this is not mentioned.)

(C) A transportation coalition will be formed. CORRECT

(D) Air freight could become cheaper. (This is not mentioned.)

Who will participate in the alliance? (GistlWho)

(A) Four large shipping companies CORRECT

(B) Governments in Asia, Europe, and North America (These are the shipping routes that
willbe *linked.")

(C) A group of manufacturing companies (These are not manufacturing companies.)

(D) Several customer protection groups (This is not mentioned.)

10。

12.
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How will members benefit from the alliance? (DetarllHow)

(A) Bysharing space on ships CORRECT

(B) Through reduced competition (This is possible, but is not mentioned.)

(C) By sharing port facilities (This is possible, but is not mentioned.)

(D) Through access to larger ships (No, the passage says to maximize use . . . of faster ships.)

The word specifics as used in line 9 is closest in meaning to (Vocabulary)

(A) members.

(B) costs.

(C) details. CORRECT

(D) containers.

When will the alliance be created? (DetullWhen)

(A) Immediately (This is not mentioned.)

(B) At the end of the month (Negotiations will begin next month.)

(C) Within six to eight months (This is not mentioned.)

(D) Over a two-year period CORRECT

Why was the Commerce Service created? (GistlWhy)

(A) To help Chilean companies import products (The emphasis is on exporting Chilean
products.)

(B) To aid Chilean companies working abroad CORRECT

(C) To educate international specialists (Each office alreadyhas a trade specialist.)

(D) To counsel firms seeking to sell in Chile (This is not mentioned.)

What is likelyto be found at a Commerce Service office? (Detal,lWhat)

(A) A currency exchange facility (This is not mentioned.)

(B) Conference rooms (This is not mentioned.)

(C) Classrooms (This is not mentioned.)

(D) A business library CORRECT

14.

15.

16.

17.
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18: What does the Commerce Service use to evaluate a firm's readiness to export? (DetarllWhat)

(A) A computer program CORRECT

(B) A questionnaire (This is not mentioned.)

(C) An export analysis (This is not mentioned.)

(D) Awritten survey (This is not mentioned.)

Whatwould a Commercial Service office probablyNOldo? (DetaillWhat)

(A) Introduce businesspeople to government contacts. (They assist rarh appointments
with key buyers and government officials.)

(B) Look for investment opportunities. (They seek out trade and investment opportunities.)

(C) Help a Chilean firm write a business plan. CORRECT

(D) Research local market trends. (They gather information about trends.)

The word determine in line 10 is closest in meaning to (Vocabulary)

(A) evaluate. CORRECT

(B) improve.

(C) allow.

(D) start.

What is the invoice for? (Gistl Wat)

(A) Banking transactions (This plap on the topic of account information.)

(B) Clothing purchases (This is not mentioned.)

(C) Accounting services (This plays on the topic of account information.)

(D) Medical services CORRECT

Howwas the first payment made? (DetullHow)

(A) By check (This is not mentioned.)

(B) With a credit card (This is not mentioned.)

(C) In cash CORRECT

(D) By bank transfer (This is not mentioned.)

19`

21.

22.
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Howmuch is owed on the account? (DetafllHow)

(A) t50 (This is not mentioned.)

(B) tl00 (This is what has been paid.)

(c) f,ls0 CoRRECT

(D) t200 (This is not mentioned.)

The word outstandinginline 8 of the email is closest in meaning to (Vocabulary)

(A) amazing.

(B) noticeable.

(C) exceptional.

(D) overdue. CORRECT

What does David imply about Mrs. Yamanda? (DetaillWhat)

(A) Her home number is not on record. (It is on record.)

(B) Her cell phone number is not on record. (It is on record.)

(C) She maynotbe in her office. CORRECT

(D) She has moved to Manchester. (This uses Manchester from the address on the

invoice.)

26. How did Bob learn aboutthe SURESAFE Media PrOtector?

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

From an advertisement in a iournal CORRECT

From Harriet

From a SURESAFE brochure

From a website review

27, What does Bob imply about the SURESAFE Media Protector?

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

It is more expensive than similar items. CORRECT

It will not fit their needs.

It is no longer available.

|《APLAN

It will take several weeks to be delivered.
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Part Three: The Reading Comprehension Section
Chapter Nine

29.

28. What is NOT mentioned as being a feature of the SURESAFE Media Protector?

(A) Small size

(B) A changeable lock

(C) Ahidden dial

(D) All-steel construction CORRECT

The word withstandinline 7 of the advertisement is closest in meaning to (Vocabulary)

(A) burn.
(B) survive. CORRECT

(C) increase.

(D) change.

What is claimed about the SURESAFE Media Protector? (DetaillWhat)

(A) It is guaranteed never to fail. (This is not mentioned.)

(B) It is the strongest unit available at any price. (This is not mentioned.)

(C) It cannot be opened by thieves or other criminals. (This is not mentioned.)

(D) It protects against conditions of high heat and humidity. CORRECT

Aruswrns FoR THE loerunrv rHE ERRon Quesrolrrs

26. How did Bob learn about the SURESAFE Media Protector? (2uta//#or)

(A) From an advertisement in a journal CORRECT

(B) From Harriet (8o/ t nfom4#an btalattlapnlaot.)

(C) From a SURESAFE brochure (6ruol"rrx ar.o nefi,,b'rey', lat t'hb 
',b 

pt l,ou 8o/ &,ar",c a/at tle

pvlaot,)

(D) From a website review (Tlk ic rut ne,rhb'ra/,)

27. Whatdoes Bob imply about the SURESAFE Media Protector? (2eta//Ak4

(A) It is more expensive than similar items. CORRECT

(B) It will not fit their needs. (#osa7s rtbT"stulatuoru/.)

(C) It is no longer available. (Tl',bierutaefthrcl,)

(D) It will take several weeks to be delivered. (Tlk,,b ptnoft,hol)
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What isNOTmentioned asbeing a feature ofthe SURESAFEMedia Protector? (DetaillWhat)

(A) Small size (4t at i'o eorfuao laorilx th aolruaVs ( te cnall e,no,)

(B) A changeable lock (/t I'ac a th.oe-runlq olural/o oonlrhat',in /ool.)

(C) A hidden dnl (Tlp dial,e utocald fw ccoonty)

(D) All-steel construction CORRECT
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